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The report was returned the very next
day,
and its language was insolent in the extreme.
The surgeon was angry at the woman’s inter-
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change.—All interesting series of original artides are being contributed to tile Boston Com-

consequence of which I suffered constant martyrI dom. Every moment of my waking life w as embittered, aud I was frequently unable to sleap at night.

“operaPhiladelphia,

A

Slates Bank:

the

The

be no doubt that we have erred
by distributing our forces over too wide a Held.
We have not appreciated sufficiently the value
of concentration. In our eager desire to surround the rebellion and make a clean sweep at
every point, we have several times subjected
ourselves to attacks, which we could not resist. We have been too unwilling to sacrifice
the temporary possession of any position, however unimportant,for sake of gaining permanent
possession of pflsts, which were essential. According to the confession of Jeff. Davis the
rebels made the same mistake iu the early part
of the war. They attempted to hold more
than they could. They then relinquished a
large region in the west and a large portion ol
the eea coast in order to concentrate their
loroes, and iu so doing they acted wisely.
impressed with the importance of concentration, some of the best military critics have
questioned whether the labor expended in our
vast expeditious, which gave us the Sounds of
South Caroliua, Georgia, and Florida, and the
mouth of the Mississippi* was as well bestowed
as it would liave been in
employing the troops,
that were sent south, in the campaigns in Viand
the
west.
There
is force in the arg'.uift
gument that the capture of the coast does not
crush rebellion, that the destruction of the
great rebel armies alone can accomplish- that
result. We ourselves have expressed fears
more than once that we were dividiug our
forces too much. But recent intelligence from
Engiand furnishes a fresh indication of the wisdom of those, who recommended the expeditions, and is showing that perhaps thev government could not have done better than
to occupy important points on the southern
toast, even though several thousands were required for the work. There seems good reason to believe that Englishmen or rebels are
really preparing to break the blockade by
force iu order to get the bribe of a million
bales of cotton, which the confederate government holds out to them.
Of course they cau
do nothing, when we have footing on the
shore. Had we sent out no expeditions we
should have been compelled to guard Lite
whole liue of coast. But now CiiarlcsUm Savannah, and Mobile are the only harbors, in
which suck an enterprize would lie undertaken.
We can easily keep a strong naval force at
each of these poets.
But the surest way to upset all the calculations of these blockade breakers and to prevent any serious annoyance from them, is to
capture tiie few posts now held by the rebels.
Let us get possession of them, and the honorable members ol parliament and the Liverpool
merchants will no longer find it worth their
while to fit out vesels for running the blockade. We fully expect that we shall have them
all before the first of February. A large part
of our navy will then be free to scour the seas
and send every rebel cruiser to the bottom.
But more than that. The capture of the
seaports opens the way to us iota the very
heart of the enemy’s country. Our gunboats
can sail
far into the interior, where, as the
Richmond Examiner admits, the President’s
proclamation will have a most powerful effect.
Into those regions, so densely populated with
negroes, and now so sparsely occupied bywhites, ourjfurces will penetrate, and the
whole system of labor, on which the rebel army and the southern people depend for their
supplies, will be disturbed. The rebels are
trembling iu expectation of this result. They
have little confidence in their coast defences
siuce New Orleans, which was tironouuced inipregnable, fell.—Providence Journal.
Tbe Homan and the Surgeon.
has come to ourjtnowledge within a short time, where a New
England woman, alone and friendless, achieved a great reform in one of our hospitals. The
surgeon having charge of this particular hospital was a brute, treating the men hi his
charge, visitors and indeed the surgeons l»elieath him, with contemptuous cruelty. Having political influence, it W'as not an easy matAn

out it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
say, ftirther, that nay wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eyes End
she has found Poor Richard’* Eye Water a sovin her case, giving her almost instant
Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
personally received, I cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like

a

I.

P. 8. IIEN80N,
of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
Cy*Numerous certificates of a similar character
|
might be furnished.

.1;

V..V,

UIOIUIU

myself.

Pastor

LUUIlllCI,

ad vaiici*#.
The awakened echoes of his ow n
steps give
the only sign of life.
Rustling a large pile of notes he demanded: j
“Give me the money for these.”
Poor Richard’s Eye and Ear Water
“Money? I’ll register them lor yon.”
Is truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Dis“Register be banged. Pay them! Xow.” eased Eyes, Dim Vision and Weak
Eyes, Deaftieas,
“We can't.”
Noise iu the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neu“Can’t,eh? Where's the President?”
with
all
kindred
diseases.
It is passed into
ralgia,
“There is no President.”
the ear by a small glass tube, w hich, together w ith
“Who are you ?’’
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
“Pm the teller.”
Stores in this city. Price 25 cents per Bottle.
“Well, tell me where the Cashier is then.”
Tubes 6 Cents.
“There is no Cashier.”
H. H. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
“What?” and hesitating a moment, he burst
^
Agents.
out into a loud, sharp cry of "There'* no
MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
Cashier?"
nov!8 d6in
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
From the vaulted
echoed back in dis- i

ceiling

tinct words, "There'* no cash here."
The stranger started, looked
up to whence

1

the reply
ering up

came, stared at the teller, and gathhis bills departed without another
word. Mr. Patterson also started at the Delphic oracle, and his mind having for some
time been uneasy under his false
position, and
the sad memories it
brought, determined to
retire from the “banking bull whose fame was
dead, and post notes fled, and all but him departed.” So little an incident decided him,
and lie left the scene of his former useful and
brilliant career forever.
The remains of the bank were removed to
some back rooms in Xo.
78, Walnut street, and
the building sold, after a time, to the Federal
Government, who now occupy it as a Custom
House. Lpou the body of the dead monster
there sat for many
years after an inquest of
ghouls, rich men of high standing and character, who did not hesitate to draw $3 500 a
year for each other out of the little left to so
many thousand widows, orpans, and brokendown merchants; and continued to feast
upon
the crushed orange till eveiy drop of
juice
was sucked
dry, wlten llioy too resigned; and
and the once glorious*Rank of the United
States became like the baseless fabric of a

Xeouoks can asi) win. Fight.—Lt. Col.
Beard of 48th X. York Volunteers lately led
an expedition down the coasts of
Georgia and
Florida, consisting entirely of colored troops,
from the 1st Rcgl. {South Carolina Volunteers.
Wliat a paradox; South Carolina raising volunteers to put down rebellion! The Rev. Mr.
French who accompanied them, closes iiis nar-

whom

;

i

RALLY TO. THE FLAG!

MISCELLANEOUS.

FUR
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to

remove

should be considered sufficient cause for his
instant dismissal from the service. But every
one beneath him was afraid to take the first
step, for fear the brutal man would turn upon
the person beginning the complaint, and with
his superior position and influence crush the

■

complainant.
One day a New England woman
the hospital to see her sick son. She

came to
soon met

the chief surgeon, and was treated with coarse
violence. If lie could have his way, lie said,
he would not permit a woman to come near
the hospital, It was in vaiu that she urged
that she hail not seen her boy for long months,
and that he was now very ill. and perhaps dying. The monster continued to revile her, but
dared not refuse her admittance to see her son.
She soon found the surgeon in immediate
attendance upon her boy, and told him of the
treatment she had received faom tbe chief surgeon. He replied that he was not at all surprised; he treated every body brutally.
“Why. then, do you submit to such cruel
outrage?” was the spirited woman’s question.
“I suppose we are all of us afraid to make
the complaint against him,” was the reply.
The woman found that her son was incurably 111, and was the proper subject of a discharge. The assistant surgeon so informed
her. She then sought the chief surgeon, and
asked him to make a report to the SurgeonGeneral upon the condition of her son. He
refused with a dreadful oath. The New England grit in the woman's heart took tire.
“You stand there,” said she “and jeer at my
borrow. You use language toward me that a
wild beast would be &«tinmed of. But let me
tell you, that poor and friendless as I am, /
am more powerful than
you,and I will not
lease Washington until / hare exposed your

Headquarters

novtdtf

II.

her word. She went at
good
once to Secretary Stanton.
He referred her
at once to the
Surgeon-General, with a request
that he would look carefully into the case, and
if the facts would warrant tier assertions, that
he would mete out rigid justice to the
hospital
surgeon. The lirst act of the Surgeon-General
was to order the surgeon in charge to make
was
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stock of

EOR SALE

J. L* WIASLOW, Agent,

AND EVERY MSftIPTION #F IACHINERY,
Steam Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Wholesale

or

Retail.

Summer
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SOU,

S.

B.

AND

And taken the store
Middle Street,) are
former customers, as well
the public, with

their

NEW AND SEASONABLE
and at AS

style

city.

can

CTJSTOM
Of every
to tit.

description,

WORK,

rear of 411
on band

COFFINS

GOODS,
*e«s

before
oclg

For Sale.
THE HOUSE pn the corner of Prospect and Casco street*—the basemout
finished for a Store. A good stand for
a
--

Two Lota of
Spruce *tre«*t.

family

OMiOOD,

—

largest

Portland.
nov* «>dtf

W

B.

KENNEY,

-Ever

offered In Maine,

can

so as

to warrant

Are unlimited in quantity, quality or price, and wil
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

on

to look at
was

Importers

and

A

1G3 Nfiddle Street,
JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
d6m

Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. ileraey,

aug20d&wtf

PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of an;
size
FIR
style desired—latest patterns and bee
order bv

Keeps constantly
prime

workmanship—made

127 Middle Street,
N. I. MITCHELL,

to

hand

on

MORRISON k CO.. 26, Market Square

WE

FROST
and have taken

A
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term a rente a
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Portland, Nov. 1,1862.
Messrs. Flost &

FROST,
ADDISON FRYE.

FRYEhaving

purchased ray stock aud trade, I
mend them to

»

J.

%

mv

customers.

Portland. Nov. 1,1862.
novd tf

leased

bit

Mill

cheerfully

W. C.

an

recoao

BRADLEY,

D.

are

invited to
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For sale, in every variety,

Harinoniiim

Ylanufhotnrer,

135J MIDDLE STREET.
TVT- B —J. D. C. has received more first premiumi
IN • for best instruments than any other maker it
the State.
Repairing and Tuning promptly and person
ally attended to.
wly7
v

1

Of Providence.
Perurct SscmiTY. which ought always to ha the
fret c<msideratum in effecting insurance, is here ottered to the public, at the lowest rates qf premium

adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in “Boyd's Building,” opposite Post Offioo.
June 28.

as

CON-

Work

)

Marine Insurance Company.
OFFICE UNDER THE 8 AC, A DA HOCK HOU8K,
FRONT STREET.

Beams, Weights, &c.,&c.
a

BY

118 Milk Street

..

President and Directors of the Bath Mutual

I
TilMarine
Stock

Batten-march Street,

Boston.
Sold iu Portland by EMERY k WATF.RUOUSE.
oc2n

And that they are prepared to
mutual principle, against marine

AFTER
experiment, 1

head of

Widgery’t Wharf,)

{

John Patten,
Oliver Moses,
M. F. tiannett.
J. H. McLellan,
Jas. F. Patten,

PKLEG BARK Eh,

THOS. LYNCH

"lTpaine
C.

&

CO.,

HOW* CO..)

Coal, Wood and

Rooting Slate,
Street,

273 Commercial

Wharf.Portland, Me

HENRY L. PAINE.
WILLIAM C. HOW,

I
J

Old Frames
RENEWED by

pathizer.

Agents

can

be

dressing

Coats,

supplied

Dyo I

at

wholesale prices by ad-

Ke-Otlt,
MORRISON * CO.

Pants, Vests, Jackets,

Ladies’

Riding

Habits, Ac.,

Cut, made and trimmed by

IlOvl tf

A. D. REEVES,
98

K. C. HYDE. Secretary.

EXCHANGE

Portland, August 6,1863.

Tailor,

AGENCY

-AND-

Soldiers’ Relief

Association,

No. !ITa F Street.
Communications

to

be addressed to

J. W. HATHAWAY.
Maine State
oc2\ tf

Agent, Washington, D. C.

HOMESTEADS FOR

$20.

LAND COMPANY have put*
chased from the Hannibal k St Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hsmitton, Caldwell
County, for forming and manufoettiring purposes,
tnd have divided their property into lots and Auras.
They are offered to subscriber* iu shares of 920 each.
Maps, with foil information. can be had by calling on

THF.

STREET,

dly

dftm

MAINE

coloring

JOHN M. TODD, Portland. Me.
Oct. 2S.d!tw tf.

-Dealers in-

Bath, July 8.1*3.

and years of
have at last found the

Hair in the world. I say it boldly, and
And say further, that if any one buy* my
mcau it.
Dye, and alter trying, does not like ft, I will reftind
the money ou returning me the bottle with one halt
its contents.
I do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel aym-

tbs

DIRECTORS:
Wm Drummond. O. E. R. Patten,
Sam'I I. Kobiu.*on, K. K. Harding,
Arthur Sewall,
J. P. Morse,
Lewi* Blackraer,
**avid Patten,
S. A Houghton,
•#. C. Jameson.
E. K HARDINC. President,

Years’experience,

Best
For

insurance on

risks, not exceeding
$10,000 in any One Risk*

Gray Beards, Attend!
Twenty

to

#800,000;
make

—

corner of

Company give notiee that their

usurance
amounts

| Capital

complete variety of

FAIRBANKS & BROWN,

axu!

MERCHANTS,

dkwtf

BATH MUTUAL

WEIGHING APPARATUS

LYNCH & (Om

(Formerly WILLIAM

AND

Equitable Fire and Marine Ins* Co*,

E

Portland, Me,

Smith's

Relief Fire Insurance Company*
York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9260.000.

New

giv«

Jc23dtf

Opposite

Republic Fire Insurance Company,
New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9812,000.

PORTLAND, ME.

COMMISSION

henry

Of

*

operation.

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET

Block,

Nationul Insurance Company,
Ca»k Capital and Surplus, 9600,000.

Of Boston.

Hay, Coal and Railroad Neales S

"Wholesale Grocers.

LYNCH,

i

They are correct in principle, thoroughly made,
qf the best materials, and are perfectly accurate and

Corner of Pearl and Federal Sts*.

(Opposite

d

These celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventors, (and only by thfmj and are constantly receiving all the improvement* which their
long experience and skill can suggest.

Soap Stone,

Chimney Piece*. Monumental

INSURANCE.

Oflee 74 Middle*

! Of

—

Free Stone,

r

SCALES.

TlfOMPSOK,
prepared to receive orders for

Marble,

Mam.

WARREN SPARROW,
cor. of Exchange ft**

Wh'f.

BUTCHERS’, GROCERS*. DRUGGISTS’,
FECTION EBB’ and GOLD

septlO—3ra

or

Agent of the following First Clam Insurance Co's:

R.

JOHN

CHENEY,

Maine

SAWYER ft WHITNEY.

durable in

Work.

ML arble

je23tf

melodeon

Corn, Meal, Oats, Rye, Feed
Ground Rock Sail, Ac.
AM ARIA II

era

a

Grindstones.

PORTLAND. ME.

SI., heatl%f

State

jui3itr

VEGETABLES

FRUIT,

call.

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c.,
Jul29d&wlv

Commercial

Family Groceries,

13T* Uis friends and ttie public

him

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

No. ICO Commercial Street,
near Commercial Wharf—where we shall
keep con
stantly on hand,
Flour,

jp v nirif

And Country Produce,

JOHN

Store

Office,

Stan da

BARER,

ill.

PROVISIONS,

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

86 Commercial Street, Thomas

FRYE,

’fire

assortment ol

DEALER IN-

Marble

4

|

IFdaH

requested to call, as we are detergood bargains to those who pay cash.

With

DRUGS, DUE STUFFS, GLASS WARE.
togethe

The public
mined to give

AND-

Copartnership Notice.
have this day associated ourselves
under the name and style of

general

a

at Wholesale and Retail. His old friends and customers are invited to give him a call.
(aug30-3m

J.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Ut/xtl

FAMILY GROCERIESj

Is

JOHN W. PERKINS A CCK,
^

Oilt Frames.

nnxi

SPARROW,

row TUI

Office No.71 Middle «!.,opposite PoAtoffice.
l’nrtland, Oct. 17,1962.
ocl7 dfcw

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

JOHN PURINTON,

CO.,

Nos. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.

WARREN

FAIRBANKS’

Wholesale Dealers in

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

goods.

quality,

and

Gdiui Aqkst

description

Choice

WOODMAN, TRUE

stock before pur
bought before the grea

THESE

II n ■*<!

furnished

ou

Coals are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the above articles mav be found at tiiis establishment, comfor a traveling outfit.
prising evenu6m
J. R. DCRAN.
July d0.1802.

A

LARGER NUMBER OF LIFE
TEA Rim, THAN
ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE
UNITED STATES.
A

Further in forms! ion will be cheerthlly
application by mail or otherwise to

SMITHS’ USE.

FOR

ISSUED

POLICIES DURING THE

COAL

CUMBERLAND

MANUFACTORY,

other place in

-C. H. B. also manufacturesSHOW-CASES, DESKS, AND DRAWER-WORK,
Of every description, including Taylor's SelfSupporting Drawer, the hestlcind ever made.
All orders for Repairing Furniture. Varnishing. Upholstering. Chair Seating, !.lazing, &c.,
promptly attended to.
jul31tf

our

Trunks!

IT

arc

rnpvvB

city.

Compauy

LORBERT,
Pare and Free Burning.

No. 160 MIDDLE STREET.

J.

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

AND TRIMMING GOODS

rise

tne

any

original

THE GEXUIXE

Carpet-Bags,

BLAKE'S,

cheaper than at

entire sat

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

it

II.

And will be sold

isfaction to the purchaser.

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as

C.

No. 30 UNION STREET.

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will be sold

Style,

Life Policiea not cnbjoct to Forfeiture,

and upon which the premiums cease at the end of ton
year*, whereby under any and all circumstances tho
money paid cannot belod. bat the
design of
the assured be attained, either iu whole or in part, ia
exact proportion to the amount of
paid.
premium
No better evidence is needed of tne prosperity and
success of this
than the fact showa by tho
recently published official reports, viz: that

JOIIX'S,

No. 183 Fore Street. Portland,

ARE AT-

WOOD,

MOUXTAIX LEHIGH
HAZEL TOX LEHIGH.
COLE RAISE LEHIGH,
LOCUST SI OUXTAIX,

VALISES, POBTMANTEAUS,

in its Ristrs, and Safe Investcharacterize Us management.

It Is a purely mutual company, all Us profit*
being
divided among its members annually
In addition to all the various form* of Whols
Lira, short Tana, Endowment and Anncitt
policies which it issues, we invite special attention to
a new feature in Life Insurance introduced hr thia
Company some two years since, viz: the issuing of

SPRIXG

Description

DURAN’S

&

Economy—Care
ments,

CHEAP FOR CASH.
DELIVERED TO AXY PART OF TUECITT.

FAMILY GROCERY STORE.

be found in this city, of every description, finished and trimmed

be obtained at—

COAL

and Si!err Plated Corks.
of Water Fixture for DwellJ ing House*. Hotels, Ihiblic Buildings. Ships.&c.,
arranged and set up in the lnnt manner, and all orders in town or couutrv faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.
Constantly on baud, Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer I'uimi* of all kinds
july29dly

con-

BEST

Strict

IP Open over? Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to
jul29dtf

-AND-

Use,

on© of the Oldest, Mstfut and most Suects^fisl
Life Companies in the United States, and affords to
persons wishing to participate in tho benefits of Life
Insurance, advautagu* «at i~*c*JUd. and in some res|e*eis not egvattetlhy any other in this country.

.6

6 o'clock.

If'arm, Cold atyi Shoiorr Hatha. Wash Howls, Brass

IjWERY

CASKETS,

Squash.

DRINKS.

Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Trunks !

Congre«* Street, keeps
various kinds or

Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollar*.
It is

Coffee..8 Tea.
8
Draught Ale, .6 Porter,. 8

-MAKER OF-

all the

AND

Mince Pie..8

POBTEK.

A. W.

RELISHES.
Tomatoes.8

0

..

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
No. 124

or

upwlHs

6 Cucumbers,. .6
Apple Pie,..
Squash Pie..8 Onions.6

sept>—3m

Portland, Me*

In the Neatest

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,

Company hat paid since its organization to
TI1IIS
AITidows, Orphan* and Creditors
the Assured.
or

P AS TR )
Custard Pie..

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER,

CASKETS,
To

PUDDINGS

tP* Goods delivered In any part of the city, free

—AMD—

CLOTHING,

New York Life lanniRre Compy,
Established in 1946 -Net Capital over

TWO MILLIOHS AHD A QUARTER.

No*. 2, 4 A 6 Warren Market, Portland.

ofcnarge.

El

DISHES.

—

! Poultry, Vegetables, Country Produce, 4c.,

ANI>-

A Leo-

Land, one ou Spring and one on
Either would be exchanged for a

good Dwelling House.
For particulars please apply at

t»FAi.Kaa is

MEATS OF ALL KINDSj

PORTLAND, ME.
Gold. Silver and Vul-

and best selected stock of

READY-MADE

Grocer.

•

I

And will make to order anything of this kind that
may be ordered, at short notice, front the cheapest to
the very bkrt. By giving my strict ami undivided
attention to the mauu fact urine, lining and trimming*
of the above, I can furnish tuem cheaper than any
one else.
JAMES I*. SLEEPER.
Aug. 6,1862.

order and warranted

made to

Mutual Life Insurance.

BOILED.
Cold Pr’d Corned Beef, 18
Boiled Mutton, with
Caper Sauce,. 25 Beef's Tongues..18
19 Mutton Chop, .18
Boiled Uam.

W. II. KENNEY A CO„

|

dly

in

Me.

_INSURANCE.

STREET,

UNDERTAKER,

Now

Portland,

Proprietor.

EXTRA

PRODUCE,

391 Coagreaa Street,
kd|iu—3ni

Tailor,

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

officers, made to order, from the best material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

friends aud

Efr~Xo trouble to show goods: call and

COUNTRY

or

LOW PRICES as the same quality and
be purchased, at any other place in the

purchasing elsewhere.

AND

Watch-Maker,

For

purchased the

own

pnorrsioxs, fruit, vegetables,

No. Ill Exchange Street, Portland,

Portland, July 22, 1862.

recently occupied bv 1dm, (122
prepared to furnish Mr. Go well'*
as

NAVY

...

EXCHANGE

stantly

Ithi*

BILL OF FARR :
ROAST.
ORDER.
Roast Beef...25 Beef Steak.26 I
Roast I.amb, ...16 Kara and Eggs,.25
Roa*-t Chicken,. ..V... .21 Fried Mackerel,.15
"
Broiled Cldc ken,..37
Codfish,.15
••
Halibut, ..15

CHOICE FAMILY GROCERIES,

L. J. ( BOSS,

Residence

promises
iptre no pains to
accommodate its former patrons, as well at
hi» old friends and the public
generally.
Having had an ex} erienceof sixteen yean,
La tltiuks lie can now “keep a hotel.*'
This house is one of the best in the
city, and very
pleasantly located on Congress, corner of Gram
street.
Portland. Aug 28, 1952.
d3wAw8m

PORTLAND.

AMOS SMITH,

PORTLAND.

AMASA T. C. DODGE,
HAVING assumed the proprietorship of
hoaM,
to

14 and 10 Exchange Street,

DIALER, II,-

Portland. Mr#

141 Mi«ldlr Street,

UNIFORMS,

CITY HOTEL,

dtf

JOHNSON A CHENERY,

Clothing

MILITARY

Street

dtf

DINLINTO SALOON.

IMPORTERS,

OF MERRILL’S WHARF,

FURNISHING

T11F, subscriber would
very respectfully aniiounce to his numerous friends, and the
public generally, that during the temporary
compulsory suspension of bis business ha
-shelf this well-known bouse
anew, and it
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon bis caatomera, and hopes by strict attcntiou to their want*
to merit a continuance of the
patronage which be baa
hitherto recoiled.
g, (, JtAYO
I'assadnmkcag, Jnnc 23,1362.
d& wtf

METROPOLITAN

AND GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
aepo—3m

MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OF CLOTHING,

GO WELL,

1862.

Exchange

S3
Sent. 27.1882.

Widgery’a Wharf, Portland, Me.,

^9ftl>ET\rTI«rX\

BURLEIGH'S.

TACTICSJ

Army Regulations.

Photograph,

or

Steamboat

Mayo,
Proprietor.
FASSADUMKEAG. MAINE.

HALL L. DAVIS.

CHASE BROTHERS A CO„

selling, regardless of Cost,

AT

YOU

Depot,

CENTRAL HOUSE,

NEW EDITION OF

Portland.

«

Ambrotype

July Hth.

-ST-

HOODS,

dtf

manner.

Corn, Flour a*id Grain,

on

wtthin thaee minutes walk of the

Landing, Postlifflee, Custom House. Ac being directly in the business centre of the City.
Trrwaa Moderate by the Week or
Day.
Bath. June 23. 1862.
dtf

Exchange Street.

w orKH i

in ew

LEWIS,
Market Square, It’d Preble St.

27

Works 0 Union SI., and 333 & 235 Fore St.,
jnl4dtf
POSTLAND, ME.

HEAD

juvitinj!

Sauadahock ia one of the Bnest, moat spacbina, and best appoiiite<l Hotels in the State, located

Portland, June 28.18*2.

TRASK A

GAS FITTING,

Done In the Leal

BURLEIGH'S.

AT

6* and 58

not tail to call at No. 27 Market Square, where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant eatistkctioii, at pricer vhicb deft competition.
N. B.—Large Ambrotype, only Fifteen Cente.

Je23tf

Street,

pubiic that having
stock of

Best

Proprietor,

THE CKy of Both ia one of the hsalfhteat
localities on the coast of Maine—delightful[ iv situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
i——_l >rom the sea. and aObrds one of the moat
retreats from the dust and turmoil of oar

BAILEY k. NOYES,

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers, DO

OPP. OLD CITY HALL,

description,

LimBS,

-WANT THE-

OP

Carr,

AlfYtxl

Sell Cheap.

CASEY'S U. S.

XF

dtf

SAOADAHOCK HOUSE,

STATIONERY.

AO KMT FOR-

Street,

ingidif

X. B.—All work being promptly and personally attended to, i* wai-routed to give thorough satisfaction

GOODS,

120 Middle
Would Inform the

373 Congress

dispensary

STEAM AND

Bath, June 28,1862.

SPECIMEX LIMBS MA Y BE SEES AT

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals aud best stock
of dnigs the market affords, and a careful attention
iu the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.
CHAR. r. CRORMAM.
j«*24tf
THOR.^f. POOR.

MANUFACTURER

with house.

Letter, note, Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
white and buff, Gold Pens, Steel Pens, Ac., kc. Every article at lowest rates. We Buy poh Cash and

Sheet Gutta Percha fqr Splints,
AND CRUTCHES, FOR SALE.

Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

Bath.

St

•.•Terms SI per day. Stable connected

BATH. MAINE.

__

taken

HOTEL,
PLUMMER,

M.

886, Washixutox

1

t4 order every kind of Blank Book used
by Banks, Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Couutiug Houses.

dtf

ARTIFICIAL

By C.

We make

PALMER’S

store, Xs. 75 Middle Street,
HAVE
(Fox Block,) ami respectfully invite public attention to their
and well selected

Artificial Teeth iuserted
canite base.
8ind& woe

Of every

notice."

Apothecary,

Drug Store!

BATH

NOYES,

Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.

L. H. TITCOOTB,

No. 8 Clapp's Block, (onrms Street,

1G3 Middle Street.

BAILEY Sc

68 AND 68 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

to make them up at short

-j—

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.
Boston, January, 1862.
dfiais
_

Mannlkctured and for Halt by

Olotbs,

Cortland, Sept. 24,1802.

rrtTTfr
I|[S1,■travel.

by

BOOKs!

ACCOUNT

BOSTON,

full assortment of

a

T8 the largest and best arranged Hotel la
Ithc New England States; is centrally loeaRJflLHted, and easy of access from ail the routes of
It contains the modern ImproveUrin'iu'i'ls. and overy convenience for the comfort and accommodation of the travelling pnblie.
The sleeping rooms are large and well
ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well
arranged, and ompletely
flimlsbed for families and large
travelling
partira,
and the house will continue to be kept as a drat claaa
Hotel in every respect.

1

—

BLANK

AND

MEDICINES,

PhT.ician» and Famine. supplied with Medicine, and
books. Cae«w renewed ami viaJ. rctillod.
June 24. 1882.
eod6m

AT No. 08 EXCHANGE STREET.

Block,

rorllsnd, Au*. fl, 1*02.

ttlRLElGH’S,

MILITARY

prepared

PORTLAND, ME
juUUtlf.m Ja’s P. (hamplln.

large

AMERICAN 1IOIIHF,

SEA YE Y.

M.

EVES,

PKOSIAS & POOR,

Drug,,

«

usual

For sale at the above store

Call and See,

SURGEON t MECHANICAL

AT

And is

Twitch*!!.

X'Tew

neatly as

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

Tailor,

Military

PEOVISIONS,

DR. C. H.

Foreign and Domestic

DRY

I

merchants,

A. D. REEVES.

—DEALER* IN—

as

report upon the case of the woman’s

St.,

Up Stairs.

brutality/”
She

74 Middle

j

AND DBALKK3* IN-•

!

GREAT EXCITEMENT

BARGAINS!

CiOULD,

A Ho

dly

85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas

Done

Clothi, Cassimeres and Vestings!

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

be io

and Picture -Filming,

Book-Binding

large and well selected Stock of

a

TWITCHELL A CHAMPLIN,

98

Estate,

100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices from 10,12, to 25 cento
per foot.
20 HOUSES, at price* from $1000 to $5000.
2 STORE LOTS ou C ommercial Street.
1.000.000 feet of UP LAN D.
2.000.000 feet of FLATS, wrhich can be filled for
House Lots, Wharves, aud Manufacturing Establishments, at from 5 to 7 cents per foot—withiu twelve
minute*’ walk of the Post Office.
FINE COUNTRY SEAT, within two miles of the
city, with orchard aud large garden.

MOSES

With

attention given to CUTTING and
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS’ GARMENTS, by

Commission

Express

I,out Wh’f,

HAS JOST RETCREED FROM

YORK

COFFINS

mO those bewailing the opportunity lost of making
X from 50 to 100 jht cent in the purchase of Rice,
C otton, Sugar, Tobacco, Oil, Cloths, and other varieties of goods too numerous to mention, before the
large rise in prices—the subscriber w ill offer the one
chance ytt left of retrieving their mistake, in the
purchase, before tlie rise, of

GREAT

NEW

Portlmud, Aug. 8.186S.

TTE
The

Boys, Boys, Boys.

»«

„_be

Next door above the British and American
Office, where he will accommodate all who may
want of goods in his line, at very low prices.

JUHETD HALE.

3D.
—

ARMY

1

The

INVESTMENTS !

AT

-A.

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,
Latest (Voin

YRATOS,

Piper Itinrinn Fury foods,

TO N*. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,

*.* Particular attention paid to procuring Frtiahlt,
and purchasing Cargoes and Chartert fur vessels.
August 2. ISIS.
dfcw6m7

tr Hair Mattrcews renovated. Furniture repaired and varnhhed. ( hair, re-caned in an Improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
«old or exchanged.
julSIMlUm

A. D. REEVES,

Picture Frames,

HOUSE.”

Eostux, Mass.,

SPRIXa-BEbS, MATTRESSES, PEtT-CVSHKJWS. tr., ft.
148 Exchange Street, Portland.

jetttf

FEW REOBUITS WAFTED!

Great Chance for

Pteal

JOHN

‘‘EL IH

THE undersigned respectfully informs the
public that lie bas leased the above House
on federal
Street, Portland, and Invite#
tne travelling
community to call and see il
*»ow»''how to keep a hotel.”
Clean.
* '••"-provided
Uble, attenft«L^
;g and
°‘Jbe^l
tive servant#
moderate charges are the inducements he bolds oat to those whose
"
business or plea*
are call them to the “Forest
City.”
JONATHAN BI.1SS, Proprietor.
Portland, Aug. 19. imjj.
dtf

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,

—

Portland, Me.

TURE,

HOTELS.

COE.E.WORTHY,

Has removed bis stock of

BLOCK,

Corner Commercial St. nnd
!

Lounges, Bedileads,

Commercial Street,*

dropped the hoe, took a musket,
once soldiers,
ready to fight for

and
the
freedom of ot hers. The troop* made 13 landings on the main between Feniamliiia and
Fort Pulaski, destroying uitiu large salt works,
together with some $20jOOO worth of salt, corn,
rice, horses, 4c., which could not be
brought
away. About 70 slaves were takeu from their
re Ik-I
masters, while our steamers brought
back Uie scars of 150 of the
enemy's balls.—
Tlie men entered Beaufort singing the John
Brown song more heartily, I \ciiture .to say,
titan it was ever sung before. The
negroes
now think they will beready, when the brigade is completed, to take the job of
putting
down the rebellion.”

Manufarlur«r mi

At our. TO VS

DEALERS 13-

at

were

AND-

merchants,

and Cabin Stores,

Ship

PARK EH,

ALBERT W EBB A CO.,

tive thus:
“Our steamer left Beaufort without a soldier, and returned, after a:i absence of twelve
days, with 158 lighting colored men, some of

F.

S. II.

AND DEALERS IN

—

UPHOLSTERER

UNION FOREVER I

dream.

or

a

..a

--

WILLIAM

relief.

moment lie is struck by the tomb-like
aspect, and deathly silence of the place, but,
nnnws

_

IIALE.

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
je23dtf

ereign specific

a

O

finding

relief.

meantime, most providentially, I noticed
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD’S EYE WATER. I had never heard ol it liefore, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
delightful results. In a very few days the painful
irritatiou was removed; I could bear the
strongest
light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
I now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be with-

ojd

niafAVilfimr

hope

of thus

Commission

BOOKS & STATIONERY.
^

YE ATOM A'

Sugar Refinery,

Interesting case

him, though there were a
hundred acts ot Ids, any one of which would
ter

of remedies had been resorted to with-

In the

glory of the great Regulator had all departed—no crowds of men nor millions of money responded in the marble palace, which Intel
been erected at a cost ol half a million of dollars—only an occasional footstep rang with
startlngly loud reverberations in the high vaulted banking rooms, aud all the otlices around
it were siientand deserted as the
grave—Thorn,son, the transfer clerk, kept up a shadow of
tlic
high estate in a distant part of the
building; hut in the immediate business hull.
Mi Patterson alone with the old
grey-headed
porter, kept watch and ward,each day playing
the three that the bank still lived, on the identical spot w here he had paid out billions aud
trillions of money.
For

cau

variety

We copy the follow- I
out success, and I entertained the purpose, as a last
from ills reminiscences of the old United ;
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in

New York and Boston.

hie day a stranger
enters, evidently from
the West—far West.

Tfccre

note of

a

BUSINESS CARDS.

i

JOHN 1. BROWN & SONS,

j

mercial Bulletin by a broker who has
ted” for more than thirty years in

iug

by addressing

inquiry to Mr. II.
Philadelphia, Oct. 17,1862.
| From injuries received
in my right eye, when a
! boy", a chronic inflammation had been
produced, in

K*

How to stop Blockade Breaking.

BUSINESS CARDS.

ference.
POOR RICHARD'S
“This is enough,” said the Surgeon-General.
“A man who will send me such a
EYE &■ EAR WATER !
report is
capable of all you charge against him. I will
not take the trouble to examine the ease.
He
Organs of the human system are more irapor
T^TO
sball be difmitffil the serrtce.”
^ taut
to health and comfort than the £u and
That very night, as the chief snrgeon of
Ear, and yet none arc loss understood or more neghospital sat with his usual assistants
lected. They seem to pass even common observation
around him, indulging in his usual bluster, a
and
part of the body is dependent upon
pleasant faced tjrentlcman appeared at the door themyetforevery
life and health.
and iuipiircd for Surgeon-, in
of
charge
the hospital. That person was
Poor Richard^ Eye and Ear Water
pointed out to
him.
Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wonder‘*1 am directed to hand this to
you from the
ful in its operations, putting to bluHh the old
systems
Surgeon-General,” said the stranger.
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
The surgeon opened it, and found that it oras
dered him to hand over the hospital and
good. Below we give the certificate of Rev. 1\ S.
supplies to the bearer, and, to conclude, dismissed t Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
the brutal surgeon irom the service. The New
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
England woman had triumphed at last.

NO 13g

une

MISSOURI

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
102 Middle Street, I’oju'lawd.
dtf

■

m

THE DAILY PRESS.

hearts of all our readers to look upon the Aftnual Home Festival of 1802,—dark as are some

PORTLAND, MAINE.

of the reflections cast upon it, and painful as
must be some of the thoughts that will force

Thursday Morning, November 27,1862.
-----

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the eity.
Thanksgiving

Festival.

To-day is the annual New England Festival,
formerly observed only in New England, but
now

celebrated almost

as

widely

the

as

sons

of

To one

New England have become scattered.
who reflects upon the austerity of our Pilgrim
and Puritan lathers, and the decidedly blue
tinge which characterized their modes of tho't

very well to explain the
It is on this wise:
custom.

origin

As would

naturally

founders of the

that amid the

an-

of this

agricultural

and

By this act, a grant of public lands,
equal
thirty thousand acres for each mcmber of Congress under the new apportionment,
Union.

to

is made to each State which shall accept it
with the annexed conditions, within two years
from tin* date of the President’s

cruu lo

give

thinking

with

upon

than to

To

lv 2. 1802.

secure

signature,

Ju-

the benefits of this an-

action must be taken

propriatiou,
islature.

by the Leg-

As the time lor the commencement

of the session approaches, it is well that the
subject be brought to the attention of the peo-

ple and

their

*

representatives.

VALUE OF THE APPROPRIATION.

Under the apportionment we have seven
members,—tlvt Representatives and two Senators,—which give as our portion of this magnificent grant, two hundred and ten thousand
acres.
The nominal value of these lands is

$1.25 per acre,

about

Supposing

$202,500

in the aggregate.—
the whole to be worth but one dulor

ler per acre, we have the sum of $210,000, ten
per cent, of which may be expended for building sites and experimental farms. The remainder is to be funded in the securest mauner; the interest only to be used for the support of the college or colleges, which may be

As the tradition goes, on one occasion, when
the Council had met to decide upon the ap-

Allowing tor any contingencies which may
arise, if we estimate the entire fund at $200,-

place, aud, pointing with tearful
eye and swelling heart to the bountiful harvests just gathered in, the crowded store-houses,

000, and deduct teu per cent, for sites and
farms, we have $180,000 to be invested. Suppose this to yield an interest of live per cent.,
the minimum contemplated by the act, we

and the tokens of Divine favor which presented themselves on every hand, in view of such

shall have an annual income of $9,000 with
which to couduct the operations of the college.

in his

bountiful Providence asked if mourning
and fasting, which is the. outward sign of

a

THE GRAND PURPOSE.

The leading pnrpose for which tills appro-

appropriate
mourning,
Almighty God for such a prodigal bestowal of
his favors; if it would not be more becoming,
returns to

the

were

priation

learning as related to agriarts,”—“ without ex-

that the course of instruction shall

providing

not be limited to

Thanksgiv-

agricultural

and mechanic

studies,

is a very wise one. Thus restricted,
it would have failed to confer upou the com-

Tbe prop-

osition was favorably received and adopted;
and such, says one of the traditions at least,
was the origin of our annual New England
Home Festival. Whether correct or not, the

the full benefits of which It is capable.
On the basis now provided,—In the pecuniary

munity

fund, and in the liberal course of study which
may be adopted,—we may build up an institution of which the State may be proud, and in

•tory it a pretty one.
It is to be remembered, whether this story
be true or otherwise, that the fathers who orig-

the benefits of which her poorest

sons

may re-

joice.

inally instituted Thanksgiving did it as a religion* offering, and that the feetite features
which now cling about the day and its observ-

THE NORMAL ELEMENT.

The branches to be
al

ance, have been the very natural accumulations of later times. The fathers, when my

men

forbidding shores, had
frivolity and vanity, so much license, and unbridled dissipation, in the name
of religious festivity—mere abuses of wise institutions—that they naturally went to the opposite extreme, and ignored everything festive in connection with religion, and cultivated
a degree of austerity now almost wholly unknown. It is to this, perhaps, that we are to
trace their marked disrespect of all observance
of Christmas. They had seen the Christmas
holidays abused in England, and made days of
revelry and dissipation; aud without stopping
to separate the true from the false, they ignored the whole; and so great was their desire to blot out all remembrance of the day,
and all its associations, and to extiugush all
that would revive such remembrance, we are
told that they even made statutes against
Christmas pies, aud punished with flues those
who provided or indulged in them.
But human nature demands festivity, and
man will laugli as well as cry, rejoice as well
much

taught

will include those

college

best normal

came to these wild and

most

schools;
likely to

in the

agriculturrequired in our

and the class of young
resort to the one are pre-

cisely those

who need the

other.

intelligent and well educated farduring the years of their youn-

Our

advantages

of the

mers, at least

ger manhood, make some of the most reliable
and efficient teachers of our winter schools.—
And even to those who would not be interested In matters of

practical teaching, the study
of didactics,—the science and art of teaching,—would be of incalculable value. It is
quite as true of men in other walks of life,—
in farming and the trades,—that they
know
more than they can tell.” I am not now
speaking of that other class who cau tell a
great deal more than they kuow'! The power
to make clear and intelligible statements,—to
present any subject iu such a way that a child
understand it, is an attainment as valuable
as it is rare.
There is good reason, then, in
this general consideration, and better reason
in our pressing need of a Suite Normal School,
can

agricultural college

shall include a

proposed
department

of didactics.

mourn, dance as well as refrain from dancing ; and the royal poet has told us that there
is a time and a season for all these things; and

Instruction
tile act,—will

Jji military tactics,—required by

not be amiss; especially if there
shall be included in the study the science of

wise Is that man who does not mistake In his
times and seasons, and appropriate to

turning swords into plowshares and spears into pruning hooks; a science
peculiarly appropriate to an agricultural course.

festivity

what belongs to more sedate matters, or stint
hi* social nature by denying it ail gratification,
under a mistaken apprehension that innocent

the cosiwro the state.

pleasures are sinful.
Probably we shall ofTend no one by saying—
what we think is true—that, to a very large
extent, the religious character of our Annual
Thanksgiving Las declined, and it has coine
to be regarded as a social home festival,, w hen

It was

probably

of the act that no

well-considered feature
part of the appropriation
a

be used for the erection of
the Drooosed collem*
Tn tlw.
can

buildings

lor

...tI.

of the institutions of

learning, there have been
examples of improvident expenditure
for mere externals, leaving but little meaus for
the weightier matters
appertaining thereto.
To guard against danger from this source,
the act provides wisely, if not conveniently, that the State shall incur the expense
of erectiug or otherwrse securing the necessary buildings. This will probably be urged
as an objection to
acceptiug'the grant. A wise
policy, however, will not long weigh the expenditure of a few thousand dollars for this
purpose against the magnificent donation thus
placed within our reach. If the State should
hesitate, in these times of pressure, to make
the necessary apprapriotion for the erection of
new buildings, there ure other methods still
open to us. Of the literary institutions now
in operation, there are several which would
be very ready to offer the use of their buildings
too

the scattered members of families come together and, in the old home-circle, burnish

goldeu links of love aud friendship
which do so much to bind communities togeththe

harmony, and affection. It is emphatically a family gala-day, when union flags
are expected to be hung out upon every housetop and from every door-way, inviting to reunion those who, down to the childrens'grand
Children, have swarmed from the old pareut
hive. As such a day, we welcome our Annual
festival of Thanksgiving and Praise.
But, alas, the present is a peculiar year, and
to many a household Thanksgiving will not
be unattended with deep, heart-sickening sorrow.
As the family group gathers around the
festive board, and as the patriarch of the household lifts his voice in thankfulness and praise
to the Giver of every good and perfect gift,
in peace,

many

for this purpose.

In how manv homes will there be a vacant
the former occupant of which now slumbers In the sleep that knows no earthly wak-

It is

chair,

earnestly hoped
wisely,

and decide

institutional interests.

kiness will choke the utteance of many a fond
a loving wife,
many an affectionate child, as they think of the loved and lost

The

parent, many

war

is not for

always.

Peace with her

nobler pursuits will return to us. We shall
Who have l>een offered in sacrifice upon our
need the best possible agencies to develop our
country’s altar, to rescue the ark of our politi- ! resources and to train our people to the largest
cal covenant from the unaunoiuted touch of
and we
intelligence and truest

j

spoiler!
But, then, the thanksgiving
gether suppressed. It will be

a

comforting

re-

flection that the lost have died in a noble cause,
and that their blood has been used to consecrate anew blessings ami privileges to establish
which our futhers deemed

no

sacrifices too

sufferings
painful
patting* too profoundly grievous

great,

no

too

to be
to

borne, no
be sub-

mitted to.
But
the

we

hour;

patriotism;

should hail with
will not be alto-

pleasure the prospect and the
promise of new facilities by which the masses
of our population may acquire the scientific

and practical education so essential to our
highest progress as a great people.
Not doubting that the incoming State Government, like 'that which is about to retire,

will cherish the educational interests of the
State, and add to their efficiency as much as
in them

will not dwell upon the shadows of
rather would we lift the cloud and

reveal its silver

lining,

and encourage

the

Sy^Tlie Boston Transcript, priye hereto$5,00 per year, is hereafter to be $7,00, in

fore
ail
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“CONVALESCENT CAMP" HOSPITAL, ALEXANDRIA.
William S. Noyes,E, 10th,North Yarmouth,wounded loti shoulder, Nov. 8.
Alexander K.Fields, B, 6th,Ellsworth,heart,Oct.25.
Jos. P. Harmon, K,5th, Harrison,debility, Aug.10.
John J. Morrill, 2d bat'y, Parkntaii, chronic diarrhea, Oct. 2*5.
J. K. Long, B, 2d, Bluehill, liver, Oct. 29.
Wm. Stinson, K, 6th, Portland, head, Oct. 29.
C. M. Prince, A, 3d, Bath, kidney, Oct. 29.
H. W. Cushman. A. 2d, Bangor, heart, Oct. 1.
Musician Augustus Jack, B, 3d, Gardiner, chronic

diarrhea, sept. 8.
F. W. Scribner, I, 3d, Patten, lilts and deaf.Julv 8.
Albion K. P. Roberts, B, 6th, Bradford, disability,
sept. 8.
Sam’l S. Smith, I, 4th, Bangor, kidney, sept. 8.
Andrew L. Kmerton, 11, 4th, Brooksvillr, liver,

ning

municipal election in Portsmouth, oil Tuesday last, Jonathan Dearborn,
Esq., the Republican candidate, was elected
Mayor by a majority or 222.
“R. W.,” a former correspondent of the
Press, is after "J. X.” in the Transcript, on the
“common pronunciation” question, with a particularly sharp stick. It U our impression that

••

Gardiner,Dt6th,DennysviUe,dropsy,sept.

Greek lias met Greek.

SyCol.

Winslow, says the
Mail, killed a hog a few days since weighing
800 lbs. Mr. Franklin Dunbar, of tlie same
neighborhood, recently killed two hogs, weighing 017 and 042.
jyThe Charleston Mercury predicts the

Herbert iluntou, K, 3d,Ib-adiicid,chronic diarrhea,
August 10.
Win. P. Bailey, K, 3d, Wlnthrop, diarrhea, Aug. 8.
Winthrop B. Haskell. B, 2d. Deer Isle, •* sept. 1.
John Taylor, B, 2d. Castine. kidney, Aug. 20.
VP
P
rvalr.. !■
L-t...
1. ...

I am,

lies,
gentlemen,

8.

Leonard Hutf,C,ltfth,Norridgewook,lungs, 4‘ 15.
Joseph Dunbar, D, 4th, Belfast, lever, August 6.
Chas. B. Piper, D, 4th,
chronic diarrhea,
••

yours very respectfully,
Edw. I’. Weston.

Superintendent of Schools.

tice declares the rebel
live to

George W.Buker,A, 6th, Bowdoin,debility,Aug.21.
*Serg’tO. L. Buker, A, 6th, Milo, ebrouie diarrhea,
•ept. 6.
Abizer Leavitt, D, 3*1, Harpswell, heart, Oct. 7.
James Driscoll. G, 2d, Bangor, rheumatism,
3.
John
3.
Conley, D, Jd, Portland, liver,
James Mnit’h, 1, 2d, Portland,wounded right thigh,
,4

44

44

-4

Oct. 7.

Rideout, 11, 16tb, Marshall, heart, sept. 7.
Corp. James M. Beckett, A, 4th, Belfast, rheumatism, sop. 1.
Hiram C. Holmes. K. 4th, Rockland, heart, Oct.25.
Alex. C. Crockett, 2d 8. 8., Rockland, wounded
foot, Oct. 25.
C. L.Holt,B, 20th, Albany,chronic diarrhea,Oct.15.
Leauder S. Weever, F, 20th, Parkmau, diarrhea.
Ebon

Roberts, A, 10th, Saco, rheumatism, Oct. 7.
John Q. Gctchell, D, 3d, Woolwich, convalescent,
Oct. 2.
E. J. Deal and, G, 17th, Berwick, heart, sept. 30.
Win. O. Clark. B,3d. Belfast, fever, convalescent,44 1.
44
do
1.
George F. Bliss, D, 3d, Dresden, do
Charles Dougherty, 1, 2d, Bangor, wounded right
baud, Oct. 7.
Lakey Sharkey, G, 2d. Bangor, wounded right
hand. Oct. 27.
E. C. Conway, G, 2d, Bangor, sun-stroke, Oct. 15.
Ebcu B. Hauscom. G, 17th, Buxton, fever, 44 27.
Juines Newman, G, 2d, Bangor, chronic diarrhea,
Oct. 15.
John Collins, I, 2d, Portland, fever—conv't,Oct.l5.
William B. Raymond, K, 3d, Wavue, rheumatism,

Cavalry.—We understand it is in

templation

office af

stroke,

^ytlon T. A. D. Fessenben left for Washington on Monday, to take his seat at the approaching session of Congress. He has resigned the office of County Attorney—the resignation to take effect next Monday. This
will leave a vacancy in that qffice which will
be tilled by appointment by the Goverfior.—
[Lewiston Journal.
*y While the steamer Xelly Baker was
lying at the wharf in Washington last week,
Z. Keith, a private in Co. B, 4th Maine Volunteers, who was stopping upon the boat for the
night, accidentally walked or fell overboard.—
Every exertion was made to rescue him, but,
owing to the darkness, it could not be done.

Sept.

44

jauu-

^yThe
letter from
that it is

an

called to order

Monday afteruoon, at 3 o’
clock in the City Hall, Bangor, by Hon. E. P.
Weston, State School Superintendent, of Gorham. Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. Phillips
of Bucksport Seminary. Prof. A. P. Kelsey
of Farmington, was chosen Secretary pro tein.,

states

Captured.—On Thursday evening the Potomac flotilla brought to Washington prisoners
captured while attempting to run the blockade.
Among them are several prominent Marylandders, w ho had in their possession over $20,000
in gold and currency, together with about the
same amount in boots, shoes, and other
goods
purchased for the rebels. It is inferred that
two of their number are officers, pretty well
informed with respect to our military affairs.

Prelimina-

EVENING.

yTlie Wasldngton correspondent of the
New York Evening Post informs us, that military gentlemen express the opinion that General McDowell will be triumphantly successful
before the Court which inquires into his case.
His removal was merely to gratify the popular
feeling, and not because the President or Gen'
Halleck believed him guilty of any misconduct.
y The illustrator of the line panoramic
paintings, at Deering Hall, had better correct
up his historical lore. In exhibiting the nethis
gro regiment at Beaufort, he remarked,
is the first and last experiment with negro
troops.” Unfortunately for this bit of history,
the papers are even now publishing the recent
gallantry of some negro battalious west of the
Mississippi, in successfully charging rebel bat-

for further consideration.
The opening lecture was then delivered by
Mr Weston, on the relations of war to our edover

eminently practical

eloquent, and

would that every citizen interested in education could have heard it.
R.
__

siuce we had a pleasant
Xiles, Esq., the popular and
efficient Newspaper Advertising Agent, who
has his office in Scollay’s Building, corner of
Court street and Cornhill, Boston. Mr. Niles
succeeded V. B. Palmer, the father, if we misor two

call from S. R.

teries.
Mr.

merly an apprentice to the printing business in
city, and he has done nothing to reflect

discredit upon the establishment from which
one

of the

men

ed

a

the

coming back
shape of profits. This lesson

lu‘ would impress upon the minds of business men. Printers’ ink is the best fertilizer for a business

soil, ever yet discovered—and Mr. Niles knows
where it is safe and profitable to use it.

America.—Mr.

Dundee,

on

programme

want to

as

that

out

adopted by the Southern

Confederacy; nor do I believe any peace or
settlement worth six months’ purchase as long
as the fountain head and
origin of the evil is

ex-

by
intelligent farmer
lands, each dollar expendincreased ten-fold, in the

on

ing;
is, that there
bring
can be no safety, much less good government
and progress in any country based upon such

seen the benefits of
advertising; that
to the merchant or the man of business, the
expenditure of a tew hundred dollars,more or

penditure of money
for fertilizers for his

P.,

M. P.. in an address at

“What I

who has

less, in judicious advertising, is like the

M.

tile 0th, contended that slavery was the cause
of the Ameeican war. He concluded by say-

this

Mr. Niles is

Baxter,

Baxftw,

He was for-

not removed.

Any arrangement short of
emancipation may delude the cotton
brokers of Liverpool and the Conservative
country gentieinen; but, inasmuch as it leaves
the source of hostility more active and
aggressive than ever, it will prove but a hollow, and, perhaps, an impolitic truce.
eventual

j

MALAGA—Br brig Orkney—2) hhO wine, 48
ca-ks, 300 kegs raisins. 21 bales do. 16 cases do. 8490
boxes do. 8150 half-boxes do. 2818 otr-box*# do 8-')
boxes almonds, 2*1 boxes tigs, 1j0 bbls graoes 100
‘itr do. to Maitland. Tavlor A Co., Montreal.
M AT A NZ AS—Brig Essex—6,000 orange-, i« bchs
bananas, master.
Brig Young Republic—78 hhds mo'asses, to Geo S
Hunt.
Brig I* R Curtis—14,000 oranges, 70 dos pine applet
5 bbls limes, master.
Brig Denmark—101 hhds molasses, to Chase Bros

in Co. G, 23d Me. regiment, and his
removal from his home in Danville, 1 take this
opportunity to inform the public, through the

Sergeant

columns of your paper,of (he true nature of
|
the affair.
While our regiment was at Camp Abraham |

& Co.

sugar, to E Churchill & Co.
Sch dies ley Mathews—41
D Lord.

forced from thence.

City of Wasbing’n. Liverpool_

hhds molasses, to John

PASSENGERS.
In the Karo pa for

Liverpool—Caht

A T

Vesper,

of

SAILING

OP OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Co.

Liverpool

STEAM KK

FROM

FOR

TO

publication

in the

State

to

for-

Nov 29

REPAST.

Boston.Liverpool.Nov

.New Y ork..
.New York
..

Hamburg

..

paper—the

Kennebec Journal —complete and accurate
lists of Maine soldiers in the various hospitals
in and near Washington, and connected with
tin: army of the Potomac. Other papers can

PANAMA AND CALI TORN I A—Steamers, carryMails for Aspiuwail, Panama, and California,
leave New York ou the 1st, 11th, and 2Istofcach
I
mouth.

ing

J

of cotfrse copy front the Journal, says our
I Portland Fowl Office Mail A rra ngentrnla.
informant, as it would be impracticable fur WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 7i PM. dose* at
7.45 AM and 1.30 PM
Col. 11. to prepare lists for more than one paEASTERN—Arrives at 1.45 PM. Closes at 12 M.
STEAMBOAT
MAIL—Arrives from East port Me, St
If
hut
one
per.
paper is to receivo the lists,
John N U and the British Provinces, Tuesday and
and others are to copy from it, why not send
Friday mornings, doses Mondays and Thursdays
at 4 PM.
to some one of the Daily papers, so that othEUROPE, via Quebec—Clours every' Friday at 12 M.
ers may not have to wait so
long for an oppor- CAN ADA—Arrives at 1.45 PM. Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 PM. doses at
tunity to copy, as otherwise they may be required to?
SPECIAL,

N*

M1MITI RK ALMANAC.
j Thursday .November 27

OTIC E S

SUN.

Deafness Cured.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will beat
the Preble House for one week.
A remarkable case of deafness cured in
hours by Mr*. 31. G. Brown, Professor

twenty
on

I

e

MRS. M. G. BROWN,
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Diseases of the Urinary Organ*.
rr-J. c. MOTT, 31. D., Operating and Cousultiug
Surgeon and Physician, attends exclusiveiv to Disease** of the Urinary and Genital Organs, aiid Female
Complaints of all kinds, aud the more obscure diseases of the Pelvic Vicera, as Piles,
Kuptuies.il vdrocelc, Varicocele, Fistula, Early Decline of Maufiood,
Ac. Dr. 31. keeps himself posted in all the improvements in the cure of Disease, made in this country

Russell Lewis.
Bark ludian Belle, Teuney, Matauzas, X O Cram.
Brig J H Dillingham, iiarriugton, Havana, X O
Cram.
Sch Olive Matilda, (Br) Willard, New York, by P
Randall k Sou.
Steamer Chesapeake, VVlletts, New York.

Europe, and spares no expense that his patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world affords.
Advice kuef.
Office 86
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from lu A. 31. to 2
P. 31 and 0 to 8 1*. 31.
Mrs. M.. who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of her sex, cau be consulted
by ladies.
Patients furnished with board ana exjierienced
nurses.
octdeodGm

hark Harriet Stevens, built br JL Nash,
Machias, was launched from the yard of Moses B
Stevens, at Cutler, on the 20tIt iust. She is about 500
ton* burthen, of due model, double deckcsl and thoroughly fastened throughout. She will be commanded by Cant Daniel Corbett, of Cutler.
A line brig of about 3Q0 tons, called the Mauilus,
was launched from the yard of S W
Pope k Co., ou
the 22d iust. She will be commanded by Capt Elijah
Norton, of East Machias.
The

the

wearer as

novll edtf

both.

129 Middle Street.

#

j

*

Examination at office.S2 00
subsequent sitting at office.50
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
Each subsequent visit at residence. 1 00
August 1G, 1862.— tf
First

Each

A Good Spring Bed has

become

an

almost indis-

pensable article, not only of comfort and necessity,
with every fumily, while the united testimony of
Physicians has placed their healthful ness beyond
question.
No iuvalid should be without
As

an

evidence of (he

one.

superiorly

of

COREY’S "PREBLE'* SPRING BED
}
others, is the fact that the demand for this
j
Spring Bed is quadruple that of auy other kind.
October 1, 1862.
tf
Physiciax and Surgeon.—H. A. LAMB, 31. D.,
Office, corner of Congress aud Chestnut Streets
Portland, Me.
"Particular attention
diseases of the eye and

paid

to

Surgery,

includii g

aug7—dtfm

ear.

Dentistry.—Dr. JOSI AH UEALD, No. 241 Cou
gross Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church,
Portland, 3Ie.
aug7dly
Du*.
Middle

LOCKE a KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
Street, Portland. 31e.
auglfi—ly
BROKERS*

DAUB

or

BOARD.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar I2tb, bark Eliaa Pike, Haws,
Boston.
Below 16th. ship John >Lu*y, carver, Mansauilla;
bark Growler. Morrill, Bostou.
Cld 14th, burk sau Antonio, Snow, Philadelphia;
sch Dingo, Cook, New York.
Towed to sea 7th, shin Geo F Patten, bark Transit;
9th, barks Persia, and Damon.
BALTIMORE—Ar 24th, sch William, Dunham, fm
•
Hallowed.
till 24th, bark Alice Minot, Lowell, Alexandria.
Weut to sea 19th, ships uy.*au Peart, tor Liverpool;
C S Pennell, for London.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 23d, bark Kechabite, for
Laguayra; sch Althea, Coison, Bostou.
ELIZABEltiioKl—Cld 22d, »ch Connecticut,
Dean. Bostou.
NEW YORK—Ar 24th, brig* Royalston, Leighton,
llavaua; Leui, Beal. Port Royal SC; Roainer, Newell, Elizabethport tor Bostou; sch Sea Breeze, Smith,
do tor do.
Cld 22*1. brig B Young, Marshall, Pembroke; »ch
Nelly Turbox, Vose, Horton.
Ar25th. brig* E A Reed. Furber, Havana; Nath'l
Stevens, ilaskell, Fortress Mouroe; sch Siak, lugals,
Machias.
Cld 25th, ship Bavaria. Warren, for Melbourne; R
Robinson, Lowry, Liverpool; barks Almira Coombs.
Drink water. Havre; W’m A Banks, Bray, Portland,
Oregon; Ellen Morrison, Lyon, Dcmaraia; George
Thomas, Reagan, Key West; J»rigs Costa Rica, Peel,
Aspiuwall; Lizzie Barnard,Barnard, Demarara; S P
smith, Smith, Permna; sch* 1 auiilia, Appleby, for
East port: Hardscrabble, Gregory, Portland.
N E W LON DON —Sid 23d, sch Francis, Nickerson,
Newborn XC for Boston.
PROVIDENCE— Ar 24tli, sch Empire. Cole, from

10,200 United States Coupou Sixes (1881). 1041
10.000 ...do...1044
16,001) U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness.
99|
8.000 United States Demand Notes.123
1.000 American Gold.129
3.329 .do. 129*

20,480..do.129}
Cambridge Market—Ner. 25.
Whole uumberof Cattle at market 725; about 500
Beeves and 225 Stores, consisting of Working Oxen,
Milch Cows, aud one, two and three year old.
Brices of Market Beef—Extra *6 26 ® 6 50; first
quahty $6 60 a 5 76; second quality 86 00; third quai.

Working Oxen—V> pair. $70 to 170.
Calves—Ao, 25 a 40.
Yearlings, 89 00 ® 10 00; two years old,
Cows and

$16 ^ 19;
three years old, $20 A 23.
Sheep and Laiubs—6409 at market: prices in lots
82 25 « 2 60 each; extra $2 75. 3 00 ® 3 50.
Hides—74 ® 8c
lb.
Tallow—84
81 *> lb.
Belts—*1 25 <4 $1 37 each.
Calf Skins—8 a. 9c 4> lb.
Number from each State:—
N. B.—Beef, extra aid first quality includes nostall-fed Oxen.
thing but the best large,
Second
includes the best grass fed Oxen,
the best stall-led Cows, and the best three year old
Steers.
Ordinary consists of the Bulls, aud the refuse lots.
Sheep, extra includes Cossets, aud when those of
inferior quality are thrown out.
There were 6 cars over the Grand Trunk aud
Eastern Railroad; 52 over the Boston aud Lowell;
md 88 over the Fitchburg;—of those over the Fitchburg were from Ablauy.

^

quality

23d. sch Almira T.

PAWTUCKET—Ar24th,

sch Annie J

Briggs,

lu this
Nov 24th, by Rev Dan'l W. Clark. Sylvester G. Chaiubeilaiu aud Miss Harriet M. Lang,
both of this city.
In Saco Nov 20tli. Joseph Graham and Miss Esther
i rimes, both of Hiddeford.
1 u Lincoln Nov llth, G. W. II. Brown and Miss
\iinie llaiiiiuoml. both of L.
I u Machiasport Nov llth, Capt Job Small and Miss
Maria 11 li. Rliiimey, both of M.
In Mt Desert Nov 16th, Reuben W.Carter and Miss
Charlotte C. Richardson.
Iu Hancock Nov 10th. Jas. M. McFarland, of II.,
lud Miss Fannie S. French, of East brook.

city

Russell,from

t £
NEWPORT—Iu port 24tb, sell* Amanda Powers,
Roberts, Rockland lor N York ; Angeline, Uix, do lor
do; Isabella, Baker, Falmouth fordo; Josiah Acorn,
Hatch. Rockland fordo; Conuthiau. 1'apiey, Baugor
fordo; White Sea, Littleiieid, Portland fordo; A J

Cherry tk*id lor do; Argus. Crowley, from Somerset

lor do.
%
The wiudward bound vessels are mostly going out.
Wind 8SW.
HOLMES’ HOLE—Ar22d inst, schs A E Willard,
Corniey, Turks Island for Portland; H D Griudle,
Philadelphia for Bath.
KDbAHTOW’N-Ar 23d lust, bark Ellen Steveus,
Thomas. New York lor Portland; 24th, sch Minnehaha. Thomas, do tor do.
l’AL N TON—Ar 24tb. sch S L Crocker, Prvsbrey,

DlGill'ON— Ar 23d, sch Harriet Uyau, Staples, fin
Taunton.
Sld 23*f! sch A C Brown, Pierce. Taunton.
FALL RIVER—Ar 24th, sch LS Barnes, Rogers,

Philadelphia.

NEW BEDFOKD-Ar 24th. sch Henry Clay, Delano. Albany.
Ar 26th, sch Henry Gibbs, Snow, New Y ork, (had
maiusail torn by collision.)
N ANrCCKET—Sld 20th, sch E H Adams, Uiucklev, New Y'ork.
FLYMOUTH—Sld 14th, sch Ann Parker, Wells,

DIED.

dipthoria,

%

or-

clerk.

M. iTIunhul^ Male,

\

property

Nov. 27—dedts
«

Real Estate.
INVESTMENTS

!

CREtT m\CI FOR UBCAN8 BEFORE THE RISE!
20 HOUSES, at prim from #1000 to #3000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, al prim from #200 to #3000.
2.000.(JO flBt of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet of I .AND.
2 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.

MOSES

GOULD,

74 Middle

nov»7 dtf

81.,

L> Stairs.

FURS !

FURS ill

FURS ! !

Fine American Sable Far* l
at

SHAW’S, 136 MIDDLE STREET.
Fitch and

Ri'-r Sable

FOR SALE
Fare

exchanged,

Furs,

SHAW'S.

T

altered

and

re paired.

nov27 4 wed is

Board Wanted.
A

married couple wishes board and
the Winter In n mpectable
fnmilj.
Address immediately Ci., Box 83 P. 6.
nor27 d3t*

lodging fbr

2%.

Look!
300

vlookTT!

look:!

HESTER, the Hride of the Islands.

by Sylvester

A

B. Bucket.

Poem

30 eras, each

ar fsar far If
AT DRESSER'S, 90 Exchange Street,
Above the Pont 0«ee.
27—dlw*

nov

Mercantile

Association

Library

LECTURES.
Tenth Anunal Series of Pnblic Lectures, ander the direction of the Mercantile Library Association, will be delivered in the

THE

New

City Hall.

The Opening Lecture will be delivered by

HENRY W. BELLOWS, D. D.,

President of the U. 8. Sanitary Commission,
to

be folio wad by

Rut. WM H. MILBIKX,
FRED. H HEDUE. D, D.,
Rev EDWIN' U. BOLLES.
Bav. HENRY WARD BEEF HER.
Da. J. U. HOLLAND
(aliasTimothyTUeombl.*
JOHN B. OOUUH, Eay.,
Hox. EDWARD EVERETT.
The Committee are in correspondence
eminent Lecturers to complete the list.

with other

Tickets for the Uouree of Tea

Lectarea,

$1.25,

to be obtained at tba
Bookstore*, and at 1'nine’s Mask Store.
Members Tickets (each member entitled to
two) 11
each—to be had at b. V. Andrews’, 87 Exchange gt.
H4KLU Ck

JOBK,

JOHN
TwiTCHBLL,
Jobs
Proctor,
E. 1*. Gbrribh.
TiOi. E. I’WITCH ELL.
O. M. Marrett,

Lecture
Committee.

Kerb Corey,

Portland, Nor. 26, 1862.

eovM t<l

LETTER PAPER AND

Envolopoa.
PERSON who ha* occasion to
qnantitle* of Stationer? should purchase year's
F'VERY
supat
for
ate

A

a

it ha* already advanced in price, and
undoubtedly iu six months COST DOUBLE
what it now due*.

ply
will

once,

BAILEY & NOYES,
30 A 38.

EXC HANGE

STHEET,

Portland,

Have one of the largest stock* of 8tationerr hi the
State, bought for CASH OXL Y, and much of it before it advanced in price. Any one
wishing to purchase hi quantities, or for their private u«#, will tind
prompt attention and good bargaius in

BOOK*,

STATIONERY,
-ASD-

Room

Bailey

Papers.
Ac

Noyes,

BOOK PUBLISHERS,

36, 38 4c 6* Exchange M„ Portland.
K. W. BAILEY.

JAMES NOYES.

nov25 4wdA w23

PHOTOGRAPHS.

Bangor.

BOSTON—Ar 25th, bark Stamboul, Manson, from
Aigoa Bay; schs A Colby, Hariimau, Cardenas; HA
U Atwood, Brown, Taugier; Winged Racer, Snow,
and B S Wright, Browu, do; Coucordia, Coombs,
Rocklaud; Vesta. Lewis, Wiscasset.
Cld 25th, schs H Prescott, Crowell, fm New York;
Shswinutt, McDermott, Baugor; Balloon, Graut,

J. U. F BURNHAM
rice that he has resumed
his former place. No. 96 !
where be is prepared to ex

LIKENESSES OF EVERY HSfRIttlOJ,

Frankfort.

ArSdth, barks Guiding Star. Bear**, ('ronstadt;
M E l out, Haddock.-. Konuout; brigs Sam’l Cook,
Dyer. Jereinie; Mouticollo. Goveus. Miragoane; Abby Watson. Watson, t ardena.-; Prentiss Hobbs, Ellis, Turks Islaud; Nebraska, Giles, fm New’ Orleans;
Tangent, l iLbvtt.-s. (hoptank River. James Davis,
Stapies, Wilmington Del; Waecamaw, Nichols, fm
Philadelphia.
Cld 2*3th, barks Edward Everett, liardiug, Smyrna; Western Sea, Harding, Malaga.
Also cld 28th, ship Derby, Hutchinson, San Francisco.
BANGOR—Ar 25th. schs E Cowell, fm New Y’ork;
Baltic, Hodgkins, Portland.
WISCASSET—Ar 23d, schs S H Pool, McFaddcu,
Portsmouth; Mary Ann, Merry, Boston
Sld 23d, schs Vesta. Lewis, Bostou; Napoleon, Colby, and Superior. Hutchings, do.
Sld 24th, ship Wa.lace, Lane, Philadelphia.

At Falkland lslam!8. no date, ship F W Bailey,
Dyer, tin Bordeaux for San Francisco,
Ar at Callao prev to Oct 28th, ship Franklin Haven. Bartlett. Cliiuchas; >amantan. Stinson, do (and
sid for England): Kate Hunter, Melcher, do (and sld
for Antwerp); Sebastiau Cabot, Watts, do, (ami sld
lor Hamburg); Advance. Cotter, from Havre: ED
Peter*. Met lure, Gibraltar, (and both sld for Chiucha Islands.) *
Sid 15th ult, ship* ( umberlaml, Waite, and Cambria. Perry, Chincha Islands.
Ar at Cobijii prev to 21*t ult. ship Flying Scud, fm
Valparaiso, (and sld for Paiptia.)
Ar at Valparaiso 14tli ult, ship Crusader, Hill, 78
davs from Boa ton.
Ar at do8th ult, ship Washington Booth, Pcscud,

From

Sld fru do-9th ult, bark Grace Hammond, Burnham, Sau Antonio.
Ar at Aspiuwal) 14th inst, brig Arabella, Lindsley,
] New York.
At St Thomas 3d iust, sch Abby E Wiilcrd, Conol-

j ly,

fm St Croix.

SPOKEN.
Oct 18. lat 27 03 N. Ion 13 2 W, ship Helois, Web ;

fm Sun Francisco lor Australia.
Nov ID. iat 35 2*3. ion 71, brig Crocus, 6 days from
•
New York lor Vera Cruz.
Nov 21*t, lat 30 40. Ion rtt» 50, ship Ocean Pearl, fm
Baltimore for Liverpool.
No date, lat 42 20 S. Ion 67 18 W, ship Christopher
for San Francisco.
Columbus, fm
sti r,

—

w

Minature to Lift site,

PHOTO GRAPHS
In India Ink, Water,

or

Oil Colors.

Special attention paid to copying old Daguerreotypes, Ambrotvpcs. Ac.

The subscriber has made some
in his Rooms, which facilitate

important changes

t^> maxing of the

which he is
notice.

'Carte* de Vltito,"
prepared to make satisfactory at short

J«F**Sick or deceased persons’ pictures taken at
their residence.
The largest collection (of Pictures of the various
kinds) in the city may beseeu at his Reception Room,
96 Middle Street, up one short flight of stairs, opposite Casco Bauk.
Rooms free to all for examination of

leaky.

Baltimore.
In this city Nov 20th. Leona F..daughter of Joshua
VI. aud Louisa F. Muck man, aged 4 years 2 mouths.
:ir* Funeral this afleruoon, at 2 o'clock, from No.
!4 Adams street. Relatives and friends are invited
0 attend.
In Lewiston Nov 23d. Edwin, eldest son of D. A.
md Elvira Bruee, aged 6 years 11 months.
In Sullivan Nov 8th, ( apt. Nahum liiil. aged 79.
lu Saco N«»v 17th, Izie 11., only daughter of John
1 and Eunice Grav, aged 10 mouths.
In York Sept 15th, Theodore Wiisou, Esq., aged
2 years.
In Lyman Nov 7th, of
Marv E., daughter
>f Solomon and Eunice VV elch, aged if years.

granted.

United Staten or America, »
District of Maine, ss.
I ursuant to an Interlocutory Order of
sale, to me
directed, from the Hon. Ashur Ware, Judge of the
L nited Stales District Court, within and for the District of Maine. I shall expose and sell at Public Vendue to tbe highest bidder therefor, the
following
and merchandize, at the time aud
place
withiu said District, as follows, viz: At
Long Wharf
in Portlaud.oQ Tuesday the second
day of December
eleven o’clock, A. M., tlie Schooner Susan
K. Brown, her tackle,
apparel and furniture; the
same having been ordered to be sold
by the District
( ourt of the United States for tlie District
of Maine.
Terms of sale, CASH.
Dated at Portland this
of Novemtwenty-sixth
day
ber, A. D., 18*B.
F. A. QUINBY*
U. S. Deputy Marshal,
District of Maine.
v

from

FOREIGN PORTS*

HARRIET*.

so

pawed to be

l

Rondout.

BRISTOL—Ar
Poit Eweu.

Philadelphia.

OlvCKBi—UOBTUH, AOV. -0, 1002.

the |K-rmita

l*
9°o»oil. Nov. 24.1882.
having been read twice

koi

FUANC18CO-IBrt.il

I

lire o nsumptiou aud Catarrh, and all diseases of
the Throat aud Luugs, successfully treated by Inhalation,
By C. Morse, M. D.,
aul8 ’62 eod
Corner Smith aud Congress Sts.

01

C,TV

Thw bill

Foariug, Newcomb, do,

DR. P. P. QU1MBY, would give notice that he ha
returned to Portland, and cau be touud at his Room,
No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all w ishing to consul
him.

record

Nov. 25, 1h?J2—Approved by the
Mayor
A‘teat:
J. M. lit A1 ft.
City
nov2« 2w

Ar 24th laat. ship.
Galatea, Wendell, and Logau, Marsh. 1m New York;
Mernmac, Woods, and Swailow, Baker, do; Susan

only by

For sale

_.:

a

Wednesday Evening,Dec. 3d, ISM,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
•SAN

C. LOVELL A SON, Agents,

II.

new

ot

SOMETHING NEW.—l’lease call aud examine
Mrs. Fov a Patent Corset Skirt Supporter,
which is a new aud very desirable article. It is a
Corset, Skirt-Supporter and Bishop combined. Ladies aud Misses usiug it need no other of either.
Price 91.25, which is cheaper than the Corset alone,
serves

keep

ro*t Salk

by

or

aud

shall

NEWS.

WrAnevdnjr. N«r. 88.
ARRIVED.
Ship Joliu S Harris, Hannon, New York, to load
for Europe.
Bark ionic, Hutchinson, Cardenas 13th iust.*
Bark Chas Heddle, Crosby, Philadelphia.
Bark R B Walker, Haynes, New York.
Brig Orkner, (Br) Murphy. Malaga 16th ult.
Brig ( astiliau, Marwick, Vera Crus.
Brig P R Curtis, Gregg. Maiauz&s 13th iust.
Brig Denmark, Staples, Mntau/as 13th iust.
Brig Martha Washington, Leiand, Matauzas.
Brig Essex, Jim nett, Matauzas 8th iust.
Brig Young Republic. Libby, Matauzas.
Brig Tornado, iibbetts, Cardonas Pith iust.
Brig Scotland, McLellan. New York.
Sch Chesley Mathews, Mathews, Cardona*.
Sch White .Sea, Jones, New York.
Sch Silver Lake, Reed, Boothbay.
8ch M W Bates, Coleman, Dover.
Sch Franklin, A11mm\ Wiscasset.
Sch Illuminator, adders. Waiduboro for Boston.
CLEARED.
Bark Kremlin, Sturges, Montevideo and a market,

mode of treatment to ail who suffer as I have done.’*
Every kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
healed, and a cure warranted. Charges moderate.

18—tf

cu assembled, as foliates
Section 1. That aa Ordinance entitled “An Ordinance amending the Ordinance on Health.“ ap^uue *****
be and the same is hereby repealed
«*«<»• W. »>. 21 22 and 28, of the
revised Ordinances ou Health
be, aud the same are
hereby revived and in full force, provided, that any
person may cause his own swill to be removed in such
manner as he deem
proper, upon obtaining therefor.
a^-rmdfmm'heC'ty Clark. And the City Clerk

POUT OP PORTLAND.

Ear, and proprietor of Poor Richard’s Eye Water.
"I.dJartlett J. Dccoster, No. 2 Hall’s Court, Portland, give this certificate, to certify that I have been
deaf from a child, and for twelve years
past have
been quite deaf. I have spent hundreds of
dollars,
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Saturday I went to the Preble House and made arrangements for 31 rs. B. to treat me for deafness. In 24
hours after her first application I could hear
every
voice in the house. I cau now stand in the cellar and
hear the clock lick in the parlor. Grateful to God
for his great deliverance, I heartily commend her

Nov.

HIGH WATER.
3.06 | Even’g 3.30

| Morn’g

MARINE

four

the E

vn-

Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council of the City of Portland, in
City Conn-

.Nov 12

2d
Nov 29
Nov 29
Liverpool
Anglo Saxon.Quebec..
Liverpool.Nov 29
Persia.New York. Liverpool.Dec 3
City of Washiug'ii.New York.. Liverpool.Dec d
Africa.Xaw York.. Liverpool
Dec 10
Kaugaroo.. New York..Liverpool.Doc 18
Saxonia. .New Y ork Hamburg
Dec 13
China.New York.. Liverpool.Deo 17

Itf'Wn are informed that Col. Hathaway,
the excellent and indefatigable Agent lor this
ward lor

an

ou

SAILS

New York

..Liverpool.Boston

| Europa..
Teutonia..
Etna.

State, has forwarded, and will continue

relatiag to
Ordinance
tltled "AuOrdinance amending the
ANORDINANC*
Ordiuauco
Health.*'

Londonderry.

!

Capt. A. I*. Lamii,
G, 23d Me, regiment.

Sixty-two.

Uni ned.

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in Hie regn
lar linos. The steamers for or from
call a
Queenstown, except the ( anadiau line, which call a

....

statements.

CITV OF PORTLAND.
In the Year One Thoiuand Eight Hundred and

Thomastou; ( apt Robert Irent, of Bangor.

! Jura..Liverpool.Portland
Nov 13
Through justice to Sergeant Goss, who pos- j Africa.Lit erpool.New York ..*ov 15
.New York .Nov 19
sesses as manly and
Kangaroo.Liverpool.
a
;
heart
as
ever
patriotic
Naxouia... ..Southampton New York. Nov 19
heat, and who is noted for the integrity and j China.Liverpool. ..New York .Nov 22
i
llunsa.Southampton.New York.. Nov 2d
purity of his manhood, I submit the preced- Arabia.

ing

ADYERTISEMENTS.

—

CARDENAS—Bark Ionic—130 hhds molasses, to
Jackson.
Brig Tornado—ll hhda molasses, master, 15 boxes

Thiiiuev fc

Lincoln, one of my meu deserted and I dispatched Sergeant Goss in search of the deserter. While on his errand, our regiment left
the State, and, in the meantime, Sergeant Goss
was taken sick witli typhoid fever and thus,
while our regiment was on its way to the seat
of war, he was doomed to the sail disappointment of remaining. And a few days since,
being at home with his family, with iny permission, recovering from his protracted illness,
lie was arrested by an officer of the law, and

that the steamers will commence run-

ning between Galway and Portland, Maine, in
February. This fact should raise the drooping
courage of our struggling people.”

being disposed of, adjourned until

graduated.

following

NEW

Justice to Sergeant Goss.

overall

appears in the Galicay American:—“Mr.Hammofld, the American Consul at Dublin, has
written to his colleague here, Mr. West, and

Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. Johnson of
Bangor, followed by au address of welcome
by Rev. Mr. Battles in behalf of the citizens
of Bangor. The discussion ot the question,
“Who is responsible for the success or failure
of our schools?” was participated in by
Messrs. Moore of Waterville, Kelsey of Farmington and Battles of Bangor, and was laid

he

emancipationist.

The Galway Costbact.—The

of Bangor and Moore of Waterville. Mr. Wilder was excused and Mr. Jas. H. Hanson of
Portland was substituted.
Misses Jones of
East Corinth and Whitney of Xewburg were

take not, of this line of business.

paper declares
has become

State,

Hall.

consisting of Messrs. Kelsey of Farmington,
Ingersoll of Bangor and Phillips of Bucksport
W’hs appointed.
A committee on music was
aho appointed,—Messrs. Wilder and Tibbetts

day

same

^"Header do you wish to see every incident'
portrayed with a master hand ?
If so, visit Wesley’s War Tableaux Deering

vited to become members of the association.
A committee on amending the constitution,

and

Missouri slave-holder, who urges

of the rebellion

and read the minutes of the last convention.
All teachers and friends of education were in-

was

a

£JT“A case of unusual importance-and interest was coinmeuced in the United States
Circuit Court In Boston Tuesday, by Isaac
Ilaydeu against the Suffolk Manufacturing
Company, for alleged infringement of a patent
machine for cleaning cotton.
H. F. Durant
and Win. Whiting appear for the plaintiff, and
Caleb Cushing, George T. Curtis, and Causten
Browne for the defendants.

MONDAY.

It

publishes

emancipation. That journal says
constantly receiving letters from the

Interior of the Stale. The

The fourth annual convention of this society

ucational affairs.

a

that Gov. Gamble, of that

[Reported for the Daily Press.]
Maine Teachers’ Association.

music.

St. Louis Democrat

immediate

Ye°if

on

the earth.

killed.

Oct. 16.
Marcillus Blake, I, 2d, Brewer, wounded left arm,
7.
James Stevens, B, 6th, Biddeford, rheumatism,
Aug. 20.
Thomas Cunningham, I, 2d, Bradlev, wounded left
hip, Oct. 15.
James Sutherland, H. 6th, Lower Stewiack, N. S.,
fever—coin a'escent, Oct. 25.
Charles Ricker. C, 6tli, Saco, wounded right leg,
Aug. 13.
John Downes, 10th, Port laud, fever. Sept. 26.
•«
Frank Eustis,
Elias 11. Davis, A. 4th, Waldo, fever, Oct. 13.
Darid A. Suowmau. 11.4th,Sedgwick,fever, Oct 28.
Melvin Cooley. A, 4th, St. Albans, lever, Aug. 30.
David il. Whittier, H, 1st cav., llarmonv,
dice, Oct. 28.
Alpha Buker, A, 4th, Ellsworth, fever, Aug. 20.
Edward J. Kellelier, G.2d,Bangor,PJeurisa,Aug. 13.
Hugh McAuaw, G, 6th, Portlaud, rheumatism,
Aug. 11.
Arthur Ricker, B,5th, Biddeford, injured in breast,
Aug. 11.
Galen Worcester, E, 2d, Bangor, fever and diarrhea, Sept. 11.
Albert Hunter, D, 6th, Calais, fever, July 4.
^ Oilley, C, 6th, Machias, cbeumatism,
I
William
Allen, C, 6th, Machias, lame knee,
Corp.
Aug, 15.
fTO BE COXTINUED. j

ry matters

over

SyThe Lowell Courier says that a man
McFarland, while lying intoxicated on the track of the Lowell Bailroad, near
the West Medford Station, last Saturday night,
was stuck by the locomotive and
instantly

14.

added to the committee

diffusing intelligence

named John

Converse Groves, G, 4th, Wiscassctt, fever—convalescent, Aug. 16.
Charles A. Lang, H, 16tb, Palmyra. Stomach, Sept
25*
William Emery, I, 6th, Oldtown, chronic diarrhea,

was

husks

experiments with comshow that they can be worked

It
up into an admirable article of paper.
would be queer If King Cotton should be dethroned by an Indian chief in the important

44

44

days.

It is said that

William Lamb, D, 6ih, Calais disability, Sept, 7.
44
44
Michael Boucher,
heart. Oct. 20.
Colver Stephens. 1,20th, Biddeford, injury iu breast,

4 4

con-

one

Orders will be'issued in a few

Sent. 20.
Alexander McKay,J,2d,Argyle, wounded right leg,
June 3.
William C. Atwater, II, 16th, Winterport, internal
Injury, Oct. 12.
Nelson McNicl, D, 10th, Fort Fairfield, wounded
right thigh, Nov. G.

Sept.

to raise

company of Cuvalry in
this state to constitute part of a Xew England
regiment, to go with Gen. Bank's expedition.

mon corn

IMPORTS.

and

bad that even the rogues will not stay there!

Oct. 15.
Lewis

Trees.

I Rise*.. .7.06 1 Set*. .4 3b

jy Atnoiig the recent deaths of soldiers at
Washington Hospitals, were the following:—
Hewer S. Bean, Co. B, 3d Maine; Chas. Coburn, Co. 1), 5th Maine; and George L. Metz,
Co. K, ISth Maine.
; yXhe Bangor Whig exclaims, “What u
wicked place the ‘natural seaport’ is getting to
be,” and yet, in its very next paragraph, acknowledges that quarters in that city are so

Jt.2d. Oldtown, rheura’sra,Oct.26.
25.
George Bussell, E, 3d. Brunswick Jaundice,
Franklin Perry, I, 3d, Augusta, heart,
12.
Heriiau Dexter, K,3d, Winthrop, heart,
12.
44
12.
Elijah Allen, E, 3d, Bowdoin, lame side,
Edmund S. Cowing. B, 4th, Rockland, wounded

Daily

Camp Grover, Cross Roads I
Montgomery Co., Md., Nov. 21. 1862. (
Mkssrs. Editors:—Hearing with pain and
mortification of the arrest of Joseph Goss,

will not

ties of Wesley's War Tableaux.

Oct. 25.
Patrick ( arson,

sun

Confederacy

For the

it.

see

Are you fond of good paintings vividly portraying exciting scenes? Go to Deering Hall and gaze upon the matchless beau-

44

Sept.

Shurtlelf of

death ol the L luted Slates tigpcrnment in two
years. If the event happens in one year, Pren-

sent. 5.
Hiram H. Hatch, A. 4th, Lincoln, fever, Oct. 12.
Chas. 1*. Poor, K,4th, Bel fast, chronic diar'a. 44
0.
David Chadwick, C,lst can, Palermo, lever—convalescent, Nor. 1.
+

Corn. Ebeuezer Kickctt, D, 6tb, Calais,

Where shall we go Thanksgiving eveobtain two hours of reflned amuse-

At the

A ug. 29.
Francis.I. Lacev.G, 6th, Windsor, kidney,sept. 5.
John C. Gates, B, 6th. Ellsworth, kidney, Oct. 25.
Chas. D. Nickerson, B, 6th, llolden, stomach,
29.
Walter Dver,2d buttery ,< ape Elizabeth,
25.
George W. Hatch, 11. 6th, Garland, chronic diarrhea,, sept. 19.
Nath’I
19.
.Silas F. Leighton, E, 3d, Manchester, rheumatism,
Oct 3.
William H. Bessie, 11,20th, Albion, chronic diarrhea, Oct. 25.

breast,

to

ment and instruction? Visit Deering Hall
and see Wesley's War Tableaux.

Cyrus M. Magor. H, 3d, Vassalboro.
Gardiner B. itradeeu, G, Ctb, Buxton, chronic diarrhea, sepr. 1.
Win. E. Spooner. II. 20th, Hodgdon, chronic diarrhea, Aug. 29.
Ezekiel Whitman. F, 20th, Brighton, stomach,

Howard, K. Jd.lialioweli, liver,

in advance.

had been left.

Oct. 1.

James F.

eases

ar- The Houlton Times proposes to issue
“currency* redeemable in newspapers, advertising, and job printing bills.
^lf“The brig J. II. Ricknwre, Capt. Tracy,
which left this port on Saturday the 15th, arrived at Baltimore ttie night of the 21st, making the run in four days.—[Bath Times.
The Republicans of Boston have nominated cx-Muyor Frederick W. Lincoln, Jr., Itir
Mayor of that city. The nomination is one
eminently “fit to lie made.”
K?” As near as we can decipher a paragraph
in the Bangor Whig, a fellow escaped from
jail by opening a door in which the key-bole

ARMY CORPS HOSPITAL—FORT LYON.

that the

Legislature
firmly to
pursue such a course as will secure the highest advantages of the contemplated
measure,
without regard to local feeling or sectional or
will deliberate

ing 1 How the bitter anguish occasioned by
separation, will mix with the authem of praise!
How the tear drop will dim the eye, and hus-

the vandal and the

THIRD

to change its base for bareness.

George K. Morrill, E, 3d, lJailowell, consumption,
sept. 18.
C. F. Gilman, E. 3d. Monmouth, diarrhea, sept. 18.
Edward Jones, G, 4th, Wiscassct,rheumatism,

that the course of instruction iu the

as

er

is declared to be “to teach

cluding other scientific and classical studies,
and including military tactics.” The clause

and for his wonderful works to the
children of men. He proposed, instead of an

anew

made,

such branches of

goodness,

seen so

is

culture and the mechanic

in view of such mercies, to pour out the heart
in gratitude to God, and praise him for bis

annual Fast, that a day of public
ing and Praise should be set apart.

I), 11th, Calais, diarrhea, Oct. 21.
s. s.,Bucktield,lever, oct.2l.
A. Allen, E, 16th. Turner,diarrhea, sept.10.
Sydney
Martin Fox, K, 10th, Turner, fever, sent. 3.
Francis M acorn her. 1, 2d, Ellsworth, wounded
thigh, sept. 8.
Samuel F. Gray, 1,2d, Ellsworth,dyspepsia,sept. 12.
Baxter Crowell, II, 8d, Waterville. lever, sept. 23.
William Foster, I, lltli, Orono'eyes, June 8
Daniel Martin, D, 4th. Rockland, Ague, Aug. 30.
Wm. H. Crosby, A, 4th, Rockland, fever, sept. 25.
Geo. D. Moulton,B, 4th, Freedom, Kidney,sept.21.

Cilley,

Llewellyn Buck, D,2d

put in operation.

of the annual autumnal Fast, one

of the members, who possessed a big heart,
and was blessed with a spirit more than ordinarily genial for those days and that people,
arose

Clark

aif-The Lewiston Daily Journal lias advanced its price from $5 lo $6 per year.
ST“ The Democratic party seems disposed

wounded

WiP<»».o*vuaia——p—pgp—

SELECTED.

will be no paper issued from this
office tomorrow.

4th, Rockland, wounded right
4th, Passadumkeag,

AND

r'U^There

HOSPITAL, ALEXANDRIA.

CONVALESCENT

Edwin Brown, B,
hand, Nov. 8.
Omar Monga, C,
right hand, Nov. 8.

ORIGINAL

«

being drawn over
everything green, beautiful and promising, the
Fast was appointed, prayers were offered, and
God was importuned to continue the favors
upon which the piety of the colonists trustingly relied.

pointment

provide

for

scientific education in the several States of the

time, when the seed was to be committed to
the ground in trust, and in autumn, when cold
was

congratulation
pressing war duties devolved up-

these is the act to

grateful hearts of received bounties, and to
thanking God for his abundant mercies. Fasts
came naturally, aud were frequent. In spring-

winter's shroud

Daily Frew.

Congress its last session, time was lound
to mature and enact so many measures of public utility in the interests of peace. Among

hard, grudging soil, a cold climate, short seaboundless forests, and a treacherous foe,
often brought face-to-face with famine and
starvation, were more prone to fasting than to
thanksgiving; to thinking of their wants and
caning

assu-

at

on

sons.

daily bread,

scriptural

Gentlemen:—It is matter of

Atlantic, surrounded as they were by deprivations, dangers, and absolute sufferings, with a

them their

realize the truth of these

LATURE ELECT.

many cases driven from the fatherland to enjoy that freedom, religious and civil, which
could not lie found on the other side of the

necessities,

distribute of their abundance

The Agricultural College.

expected, the pious
New England settlements, in

i«

to

so

A LETTER TO GOV. COBURN ANI) THE LEGIS-

be

ami

today, and

For the

scent of time.
There is a tradition in relation to the origin
of this festival, which may or may not la- true;
swers

the stricken—not

rances.

that, in

but, in the absence of any other account,

bereaved,

the

the sinner—he forgotten. “It Is more
blessed to give than to receive.* “He that giveth to the poor lendeth to the Lord.” Let
all to whom Providence has been abundant, so
even

as

its observance, like
a calm river, should increase in width, depth
and volume, as it rolls down the gentle decustom

Comfortless,

act

and feeling, particularly on all subjects pertaining to man’s religious duties, It may seem
strange that they should have instituted a custom of so festive a character as our Thanks-

giving—a

themselves upon our attention,—as one of the
green spots in life’s journey, to Which, in all
future time, memory may revert with pleasure,
and find in it many a beautiful picture of
home-love ami pure affection with which to
adorn its secret chambers. And on this occasion, sacred to home joys, let not the poor, the

Sick and Wounded Soldiers in the Hospitals iu Washington, Alexandria, Georgetown and Fairfax.
[CONTINUED.]

Specimens.

J. IT. P. BIKMIAH.
octTtf

"IN TE K Esfoi TAXES
City or Tortlayd.
Trr<xs*rer'$ (HIce.
is hereby girei that on all taxes for
year 1962 remaining unpaid after

N'OTICE

Saturday,

!
J

I
tho

the 29th inst.,

Istkkkst will be charged at the rate of
IX PEK CENT. PER
from

September 27th

no»24 odt29

ANNUM,

ult.

HENRY P. LORD.
Treasurer and Collector.

HA(h EREL 7
1 / U Yf V URLs No. 1.
11IUAF 700 Bbli. No. 2.
—A t.eo—

.If and

Quarter Bbls., and kita of an*.
D AN A A CO.

no\18 eod 4w3w22

g——

MATTERS ABOUT

TOWN.

j

Religious Services To-day.
The 1st Palish, Park Street and 1st Uuiversahs
Churches will unite in services at Park Street Chureli
The High Street and Slate Street Churches wil i
unite iu services at the High Street Church.
Divino service, and a discourse suitable to the oc
oasion, by Rev. Mr. Hayden, will be held to-day it 1
tho New Jerusalem Temple, 172 Congress Street.
llev. C. Purlngton, Chaplain of the 7th Maine regi
meut. preaches to-day at Casco Street Church, ut 10
A. M.# on "the moral dangers of army life "

postponed

was

the 13th of

to

ditioned
be

to

to

account for

bond con-

In case the defendants fail so

to file their bond an

injunction is to issue.
Messrs. Gordon, ami Sherman, autl Gifford,
of New York, appeared for complainants; and
in most of the cases, Attorney General
Drummond for defendants. Iu the case against
Shaw and als, A. C. Washburne, of Boston,
and V\ H. Clifford, were also associated with
Pillsbury

and

al.,

.Samuel Pillsbury, for

whom M. II.
Smith, Esq., appeared, the bill was dismissed
without prejudice, but with costs for defendas

to

As to the other defendant, an injunction had been previously ordered, no oue
appearing fer her.

Municipal

Court.—Nor. 20.

lad about thirteen years
of Hgp, pleaded guilty to larceny of three
razors, the property of Horatio Hill, and was
sentenced to ten

a

days

in the

County jail.
Jeremiah L. UaudaU pleaded guilty to larceny of a pair of ladies boots from the store, of
Daniel Clark & Co., and was sentenced to thirty days iraprisintnent in the County jail.
Thanksgiving day.

Two

grand

per-

Robinson's riding school will be open to-day.
Parties who may wisli to enjoy a ride in tile
lie furnished with

good

horses.

There will be two exhibitions of Wesley's
War Tableaux, at Deering Hall, at 3 and 7
o’clock P. M.
The friends of temperance will give a Grand
Social Levee at Lancaster Hall this evening.
The Barker Family will give two Grand

Combination Exhibitions and Concerts

City

new

Hall at 2 1-2 and 7 o'clock P. M.

The colored people have

ning

the

at

iu Fox's

Hall,

a

dance this eve-

entrance. 82 1-2

Exchange

street.

Mercantile Library Lectures.—The
tickets for the tenth course of lectures before
the Mercantile Library Association are now

ready.

a low rate, and the sales are to
limited to the capacity of the New City
Hall to accommodate. From the names an-

ets is fixed at
be

the

advertisement,

a

brilliant

of lectures may be expected. ’Those
who intend to follow up the course should se-

course

cure

their tickets in season.

[For

tbe

Press.]

Large Rebel Army at Fredericksburg.
New York, Nov. 2d.

The

employees of the Cumlierland Mills
paper manufactory were happily surprised the
night before Thanksgiving by being called to
the office and each one presented with a nice
large turkey. We did not happen to be one
of the recipients, but it did our heart
good,
nevertheless, to see the smiling faces and hear
the many expressions ot gratitude for the kind
thoughtfulness of their employers.

A

special dispatch to the Times, from Falmouth, Va., 25th, says the rebels are preparing
to dispute tlie passage of our
troops.

The garrison has neen reinforced bv the
divisions under Longstreet and D.H..IIU1, variously estimated at from 25,000 to 75,000 men,

and formidable batteries have been planted for
their protection. Without some brilliant stroke
of strategy on our part a severe engagement
will be necessary before dislodging tlie enemy.

Moncrieff.
Cumberland Mills.

A great deal of curiosity, if not amazement, has been excited by a feat in the photographic art, which lias been styled “Spir-

Visit Wesley’s War Tableaux at Deering Hail today. This afternoon at 3, this evening at 7 o’clock.
The Barkers.

Family—six
throughout

in

—

The celebrated

number—-justly

itual

says the mystery ha* been solved.
from that ]iaper:

Barker

celebrated

photographer of Boston, the City of Noa picture of
himself, and on developing the plate he discovered a shadowy outline of his wife. Many oilier pictures have
been produced, some representing husbands,
others daughters, who have in each ease been
dead some years. It is said, also, that tlie
operator cannot take but five pictures a
day
w itliout
exhausted
in
the
effort. A.
becoming
A. Turner, photographer for tlie house of I).
Appleton i Go., bus shown us several pictures
presenting the same effects, which are produced without any spiritual agency whatever.
Mr. Turner did not become exhausted by the
tions, made

this, Thanksgiving evening, at 7 o'clock. They
also exhibit the panorama or the Revolutionary war, aud a panorama of the present war.
Crowded houses have become familiar to the
Barkers.

Harper's Magazine.—The number for

December,

of this

popular periodical,

the 2titb volume.

It is rich iu its

comcon-

tents, containing,

as it does, articles from the
pens of some of our best authors,together with
fine illustrations. It can lie had at the book-

stores

eflbrt.”

We know

nothing of this matter, though we
have seen some of the pictures. We have seen
no difficulty, in our own tnind, in their
production, without recourse to mystery, though

of E. C.

Andrews, No. 07, Hall L.
Davis, No, 53, and A. Robinson, No. 51 Ex'
change street.

our

with another.

in the mud, but
his

clothing

coming in contact
dragged some distance
was not
injured bodily, though

|

suffered.

Even Saii.inu.—The barque Ionic and
It. Curtis and Denmark sailed from
this port on tile same day, the barque for Car-

brigs P.
denas,

and the

brigs for Matanzas. They all
sailed from Cardenas and Matanzas on the
13th inst., for this port, and all arrived here
yesterday, within

a

few hours of cacti other.

Thanksgiving Presents—The proprietors of the

Sugar House, yesterday

would involve

made their

customary present of a handsome turkey to
eadh of the men in their employ.
Winslow & Co., of the Eastern
Express, did
the same handsome thing to their

employees.)

Cy—How can we enjoy ourselves rationally
on
Thanksgiving day? By vfhiting Wesley’s
War Tableaux at Deering Hall.

jry-in

our

yesterdays

Ey* Wesley’s War Tableaux

acknowledged

40; Michigan Amber 1 41 « 1 48'.
Corn—closed lc lower; Mixed Western 696-704 for
shippiug, closing at the inside price; 65 ® 68 for
Eastern; 69 q 64 for damaged and heated.
Beef quiet.
Fork—dull and

Sugars—dull.
Coffee—firm.

the kind ever iu Portland.

earday.

at

unchanged.

Lopisvii.le, Nov. 26.
Railroad communication between tills city
and Nashville is now complete. A train left

on

Sixty paroled rebel soldiers took the oath of
allegiance to-day. voluntarily, at. did also a
iiunitier of rebel citizens.
Fifty paroled offi-

and soldiers, who had surrendered to the
rebels in a cowardly manner, at different
times,
were marched through the streets in
night
and
sent
to
caps
Camp Chase.
cers

nominal; flour 2s 8d; grain 84
wheat in ships’ bags.
and unchanged.

&

cotton
9d for corn and

Wool—quiet

Stock Market.
New York. Nov. 26.
Srcnnrt lizard—Stocks dulll and
irregular.
American Cold, .]29>
Chicago & Rock Island,.’’*[ 7s]
Milwaukie k l>e Chien.’* .33*

Deering
thing of

!
;
;

|

j
!
Sol j
63*
|
j
112* j
j

Cleveland k Toledo.66*
Catena k Chicago,.
Cleveland k Fittsburg.
40?
Illinois Central cancelled bonds
scrip,.
Illinois Central scrip,. 7gi
Michigan Southern guaranteed,. #2|
Feur.sylvania Coal Company.
New Vork Central.
}gg

'he Custom House will be closed to_

Ely* John McDavitt was assaulted in Bos
ton a few nights sinee, by his
loving spouse g™..
and a low fellow named
731
Alcohol, from wlifl*n I Hudson.
Harlem.
he received a severe clip over the
eye with a | KoadiiiR.7n I
Michigan Central. fig]
hatchet The woman was brought before the
Michigan Southern.38*
Police Court, and committed for trial.
Treasury 7 8-10th«.. .U&l
The
Tennes*>'s,.’ 6,3"
accomplice was allowed to run at large
Ohio 6’- >81,.!ll5J
001

1

•"

TLKEY'

Street.

THEspaciotia

Lineno, Hosiery, Glove*, Ac.,

THE
ON

A T

I. A X CAS T F. R

t OOJM I S Sliop to Lot.
Commercial Street, bead of HoWit’s Wharf

Inquire
septtf

or J. II. HAMLEN,
Offee on Hobson's

EDWIN a.

'I

(ho 4'ourt

on

Thnnksgiving Evening,

Nov. 27,
which occasion tharewill be 18 Dancfa. All who

do not dance will ttnd
Mraic BY Morse'S
cluding the drum and
Tl c K ets 25 cent a.

Inquiry.

Poolsville by Marylanders.

They will

also

M

1*01*I I.lit

ASSEMBLIES,

Music by Chandler's ^uadbill* Band.

nov24

Deeriug Hall,

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY!

WESLEY’S
TABLEAUX!
ex-

a

contest, illustrating all the principal

Battles, Bombardments, fatal Ingazements. March*, Para!*, Sim*, Rrtievs, Camp Life,
Not only showing all the
principal Fortifications,
Towns, and
but also

Cities,
following our brave
troops through their various positions and evolutions, the whole forming a scries of

ArtiMit' and Beautiful Scenes,
gifted

Painted with life-Hke accuracy under the
rection of Bartholomew and Presto*.

di-

EXHIBITIONS GIVEN
at 7 1-9 o'clock,

Each Evening

Wednesday and Saturday Afternoons,
3 o’clock.

TIIAXKSGIVIXG DAYS
Two Grand Performances—commencing at 3 and 7 o'clock.
TO THE CITIZENS OF PORTLAND.
The proprietors of the “Wesley’s War Tableaux,”
now on exhibition, deem it necessary to iuforra the
iiublic that every effort has been made to procure aceuratoand truthful skctclics of all the principal events
and incidents of

THIS GREAT REBELLION.
Messrs. Bartholomew ami Preston, the well-known
Artists, assisted by several of the leading Artists of
the da., have succeeded in representing on canvass

the great historical event* of the times, and at

a

very

large expense they have placed lie fore the public not
only a most correct and truthful representation of
these exciting scenes, but by all pronounced iu every

On all these points Gen. McDowell makes
to certain witnesses,
including
Gen. Scott, Gen. McClellan, and others.
The parlies making the raid on PoolesviHe,
Mil., yesterday morning, consisted of about
fifty Marylanders, principally belonging in
Montgomery county, in which that village is
located. They crossed the Potomac not long
ago to avoid the draft, and took temporary
service with the rebels, joining White’s guerrillas. They doubtless designed to capture

respect,

A

suggestions

John c. proctor

Hojcshend Hoops*.

atm

ucls,f

JOHN LTNCH k CO.

deeply exciting

Leaf TOR ACby
HARRIS BROTHERS,

nov7 di«3w

—...

Xortli

■■

■

—

...

increased

and t'hrrsr
LBS. Vermont Cheeae,
.“7/
*9*Vr\/ 2b Barrels Leal Laid,

for rale bv
129 Commercial
nov7 (13vv

FOR SALK.

aea

ahi”"°'

patronage

No. 34 Fore Street,
Portland, Me.

-ALSO-

X. B.
as there

200 Bble. Choice Brand FLOUR, for farallv vae,
bj

l'r)rburK tradcni).
milE Winter Term of this institution will
X juence Wednesday, Dec. 3d, 1802, aud will

tinue ten weeks.
MR. B. P. SNOW. A.

Fryebnrg.

Nov.

cora-

d.3m

*

UOPHNI EATON,

J

ROLLINS & BOND

WEEKS k CO.

F

Bara sus

Cloth*,

AN AIR TIGHT STOVE

Price* to salt the Time* !

Stoves,
TO THE

if Call in before pnrehating elsewhere, and M#
yourself!

jor

PUBLIC.

95 MIDDLE

Manufactured by the

Barstow Stove

Company,

■oa

The senior partner of thef ompany, whose experience of nearly a quarter of a century in the Stove

Have
and

STOVE

we mean a »tove so perfectly fitted a* to place the !
draft of the stove entirely within tho control of the I
person using it; enabling him to preserve either a I
wood or coal fire tor many hours, by simply closing
the draft slide, thus securing great economy in time,
and in cost of fuel, as well a* avoidiug the dust conw
sequent upon rekindling.

«'. A.

ii v

Something 3M ew!

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

THOS. G. LORING,
A potliooar y

I
Executive Department.
Augusta. l»ct. 28, lsrf2. i
session
of
the
Executive
Council
adjourned
will no held at the Council Chamber, in Auguson Moudav, the first dav of December next.
Attest.
JOSEPH R HALL.
oc29 dtd
Secretary of State.

AN

j

ta,

Styles of
OOODS,

all of which will be sold on tho most muimabte termt.
E# Call before purchasing elsewhere.

21

“Antietnm !**
DE

The Junior Partner, having purchased
Eaton Shaw's interest in the Shoe Store at

No. 88 Middle Street.
will continue the business as usual at the old
where a large assortment of

stand,

SHOES,

—AID—

CAP!

NEW LOT-JUST OUT

-A.T

HARRIS’,
Opposite Poet Office.

not

192wedU

Burnside Eating Saloon!
JOSEPH P. TAYLOR
the
respectfully inform his friends
WOULD
public generally, that he has opened the above
Saloon,
and

N"o. 51 Fore Street,

-AND-

R TJBBERS

JOINVILLE,

SKATING

Copartnership.

*

,

of the best qualities, may be t'ouud at LOW
PRICES. The patronage of former customers and
the public generally is respectfully solicited.
Manufacturing and Repairing to order.

W. W. LOTH HOP.
novl7 d3w

where may be found
gratify the appetite.

SALE, in Newcastle, at Pamariscotta Mill*.
about eighty M good seasoned Pine Boards; lota
of Shingles. Laths. Ac.; Timber for a small hoaso
frame; a quantity of White Oak Boards and Plank,
been kept under cover about eight mouths.
Any one wanting to buv can call on
JAMES Ml LIGAN,

FOR

On the

premise*.

a

variety of EATABLES to

t^T'Meala served to order, Day and Evening.
He hopes by good attendance to business, and polite attention to customer*, to merit a share of publio
novl4 d4w*
patronage

BOOTS,

NOTICE.

W.

SHOEjk

LOTHKOP,

W.

(Forderly E.

Sbaw k

Co.)

STREET.
usual.keeps constantly supplied with freah

No.
As

RUBBERS.

&

88 MIDDLE

SHI aud fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in eve*
ry variety and style for gentlemen s and laf

TO

^^^dies wear, ami invite all his old customer*
and the public generally to give them a call whenever thev desire to replenish their “understandings.”
W. \V. L. is agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES. augo-Umd

Pilotogj'u pitic <soo<ls A Chemicals*

is this day admitted equal
Partner in the firm of Kixo k Butler.
CYRUS
The busine.H of the firm will
under

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON, and to all part* of
the WEST ami SOUTH and NOUTH WEST. via. all
the most popular route.« and at the Inter st Boston
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Titles, for sale by
I
Oat 2.
dtf
Office 31 Exchange St.

department complete,
used in the
OUKprising every article
MORRISON k CO..
stock iu this

stair of Maine.

All the Latest

LC all.

TIIKOKSII TICKETS

SHOULDER BRACES and ELASTIC STOCKINGS constantly ou hand.
isocl8
gyTho Poor liberally considered.

dtf

SUSSKRAUT,

NO. 130 MIDDLE STREET,
and X»scr»<-rnn«, baa on hand.
and ia cmi.tautlv nianulacturiue from the beat
Hock,

Pipe.

,

application of

to suit ine times.

No. 120 Middle Street.

which has existed between tho
name of E. SHAW & CO.,
ultimo, bv mutual consent.

dtf

prices

Portland. Nov. 19, 1802.

not

EATON SHAW,
W.M \V LUTHltOr.

-AND-

Devotes personal attention to the
TRUSSES to Adults and Children.

GOODS,

tr* All kinds of TIN and SHEET IRON WORK
done to order, at short uotice.
not20

nov 10

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,

Famishing Goods,

wiucu we win sen a:

UNTDBIl

Lancaster

on

CLOTUIN O,

-COXHIWriSO OF-

The Vetrified Water and Drain

one-fourth of the time,

|

FULL BTOCK OV TltK

CAPES, COLLARS. MUFFS, CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, Ac., Ac.,

AOKNT FOE-

BOOTS,

by using tho Patent Ankle
they are especially useful for those
Support—and
having weak ankles. For salo by
CIIAS. DAY, Jr., Ill Middle St.
no\2*> 3w
[Argus please copy.

A

FUR

Assortment of

Dissolution of

iat-

of

IMPORTER

HOUSE FURNISHING

Franklin Family School for Boys,

TIIE IILONDIN SK VTE, (Puti-nted.)
fI1HE.SE Skates are intended to cover deficiencies
X of skates heretofore made, and especially in Ladies' and Gents’ Skakes. with the Patent Ankle Supports, which need only to be ►eeu and tried to insure
For them a ready sale.
They are made from the best
materials, latest styles, and of superior workmanship. Any person can learn to skarc well in let- than

ALSO,

GEORGE A.

celebrated RaMTOW Stove Co.

-ALSO,

stile*

CLOTHS, OVERCOATIHGS,

Gentlemen’s

HOWARD,

Complete

daBv reoeiving the

Fant-y lloeskins and fnssimms.

-ALSOA

are

desirable

1

Stoves, Furnaces and Ranges,

was

MAINE.
TOPS HAM
rnilE Winter Session will commence Nov. Ittth,
X and continue twelve weeks. Number of pupils
limited —five vacances at present.
For “Circular," Ac., please send to the Principal,
uovl2d2w
WARREN JOHNSON.

hand, and

RE A Dl'.JI 4 Dll

—DEALER IN—

From the

on

most

Latest Styles of

BAKING.

But the novel—the peculiar feature ot the MODEL
COOK—that which distinguishes it from all others—
is the addition of a Ventilated Roasting Oven wit hi 1
the body of the stove and in front of the lire; so arranged that it cau be used separately for roasting, or
(by the removal of a simple plate) in connection with
the larg«-r own for baking.
Wherever these stoves have been used, they have
given universal satisfaction.
v

BROW!,

At B3 Middle Street,
Opporfte the Custom House,

Iff

Manufacture, says—that by an

ii

iRDIXER A

(s

England.

TIGHT

STREET.

oe29dtt~

Whoso Castings stand unrivalled throughout New

AIR

GOODS,

Which they offer at

The greatest of modern improvements in the Hue of

OFFERED

Clothing*,

FURNISHING

With Two Ovens,

EVER

is

com-

NOTICE.
THURLOW

be

the firm style of

conducted

art.

June24dtfw3t

2»>. Market

Squire.

A Oentlrman mitl Wife,
three or four single gentlemen can find
pleasant room* and good hoard by applying imnovl. fweod*
mediately at 37 Middle Street.

AND

,

bbcbitibo

New and Desirable Styles of

The Model Cook!

Cook.

CO.

No. 05...v..Middle Stro.t.

No. I Central Wharf.

Vermont Butter.
TUBS Prime, for sale by

W. T. BROWN dr

d3w

FALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

Lafd.

copartnership
THE
subscribers,under the
dissolved
the 27th

uo\24 dlw

are

portin* to be

not 25

con-

M.. Principal.
D. B SEWALL. Sec y.

19, 1962.

Bo

.ore and ret the
PORTLAXDMA TCH
oilier matches offered lo the trade pur.
our match.
We have nu eouaection
with any other
manufactory.

RUFUS DEEIII.M;,
nobton's Wharf, foot of High Street.

TfolnsM s, Pork and Lard.
QA HHDS. Sweet Clayed Molasses,
OU 25
Trinidad
60 Tierce* Muscovado
160 Bbls. Clear Pork,
"

O

use,

bv not heiny impaired br
a<e. dampness or chann
of climate; ami the
proprietor*, ever grateful for liberal
received, feel confident that, by giving their-personal attention to the mannfec Jure,
they
will continue to merit the confidence of
their former
patrons and of the trade in general.

Super Box SHOOKS.
8THCCE DIMENSION, all alrea
DOORS. SASHES. BLINDS, LATHS, CLAPBOA RDS-FItted and Rough.
OUTSIDE SASHES on hand.

80
Mom
40 Bbls. Leaf
for Pale by
nov3 lmd

our

WATCH,

RELIABLE MATCH IX THE MARKET.
American inanulhrture. tor

of

300 000 boards'"'™
5.(110

manufacture of

OXL r

Central Wharf

corner

lacilities for the

our

we are now
prepared to
the trade tialarge or
■mall unantftie* with ansupply
article which we warrant
superior to euy oflhred in the market, it being the

Rot,ERA

,1. x.

St.,

Company.

IHPKOVED

60 Tub*

--I

YARMOUTH, ME.
milE Winter Term will commence on Tuesday.
X Dec. 2d, and coutiuuo elevcu weeks.
For information applv to E. S. Hoyt, Principal.or
novlu dAw2w22
JAMES BATES. Secretary.

Copartnership.

undersigned haring auumed tlie baaineaa of
THE
tlic late linn of Brown k
Perkins, and haying

Itri;istcrs Ventilators, Ac.

Yarmouth Aradriny,

of

Portland Match

No. 202 Fore Street.

Butter, Lard

EDUCATIONAI
——

CO.

Tobnrco.

1

sceues.

—

k

k hereby gtren that the
copartnership
hitherto existing between tin- snbwnbera under
'»•hrm »»me ..f BROWN k
I-fcKKlXd. is dlasolv.'
ed by mutual consent on this 35ih dav of
October.
1 h.- affairs sif Hie late Drm will he settfed
by W T
Bkowx k Co.
W. T BRuWX.
Portland,Oct. 15, 1%B. ROUT K. PERKINS.

No. 202 Fore 8tr«t.

mo

TICKETS OF A D MISS I OX—Id cents: Gallery,
25 cents; Children iu the evening, 10 cents; iu the
after noon. 6 cents.
Doors open at 7—conuneuco at 7] o'clock.
1IOV&4 fit

WOODMAX. TRUE

DHnolution

H CASES .lame. Tie.ma- Nectar
AVI CO—one-ha! 1’ pound*. For sale

being its first exhibition in this city, the proprietors would inform the citizens that they i teud
exhibiting it every evening for ONE WEEK, relying

appropriate

imtnedialely,

by

This

HOOD ML'SK’ will enliven the entertainment, and an
LECTURE will be delivered at each exhibition, descriptive of the various

k ro
Commercial street.

25 GOOD COAT MAKERS.
Inquire at

Ship Flank.

ROASTING AND

upon its intrinsic merits to create the same enthusiastic patronage which its stay iu any other city has
never failed to produce.

i.Vxcn

.iohn

Wanted

M Irat quality Beach and Map).
Ship Plunk
to be sawed to order. For sale

"

300,000 SPECTATORS.

which they were ignorant. They watched the
I’ord at which they crossed for an hour after
our patrols passed up beyond it, and then
dashed over and into their village. They
spent
five or six hours w ith their families and friends.
Information from the front is uninteresting.
The enemy were to-dav known to lie linverimr
in roquier County, at
Upperville, Salem and
Warreuton. A small rebel force i> also ascerLaiued to be at Aldic, in Louden County.

highest prices will In- pant
^

No. 4 Halt Block.

ty/WA

wages

JOIIX LYNCH A CO..
Commercial street.

100 M tiond Red
Oak,Ash and WMt*
WANTED
ttak lumps 13 to M feet
long, for winch, jah
the

RECEIVED, and forul. bv
JUST
C. C. CHATMAN t CO
novl8d2w

WORK OF ART.

The unseemly daubs which are generally produced
for public inspection under the name of Panoramas,
have, in a great measure, shaken the confidence of
the people ; consequently, when a meritorious work
is offered to their notice', it is frequently condemed
without lieisig seen. It is necessary, therefore, to inform all classes that this Exhibition has inet with the
most unbounded success,having been exhibited within the past few months to no less than

valuable government military property recently Stored in that city, and of the removal of

',

nor IP—aw

*♦

only complete artistic work of the kind In
THE
istence, bring
complete history of tliis great

drunkenness.

'v ;

Choice Vermont Butter

oc80

Commencing Tuesday, Nov. 9.1th.

'htMik Rakers W arned.
wanted. The highest

“,:,ker‘
S,.-i2lMKlk
Tfp'v t.

1*0 Tubs Butter,

A Grand Ball!

at

uovl'J 2w

for Potatoes, with
•»lh heads, ,„r which tl.e
higkeot
I'P.IIW X k DAVIS,
No. 3 Union Wharf, Portland.

h,v

novl83w

7

Managers-,!. 11. Barbcrick, W. U. rhillin, J
B. Karklelt.
J. Harris.
Tickets for tlie Coarse-93.50; Single Tickets. 75
cents—for sale by the Managers.

WAR

i1ri.\«Yni ** P*"1

°“r “r

p

MERCHANDISE.

of their

at LANCASTER HALL, commencing on Ttesoit
Kvemno. Dec. 2,1. The 4iii Assembly will be on
CHR1STM IS EYE, on which occa-ion tilers will he
F.XTRA DANCES.
The 5th will be HU NEW YEAR'S
EYE, vSth extra dances, to dunce the old year
out and the New Year iu. The course will close with

At

Wanted.
If If I BARRELS. Ktitable

(

To l,et.
The large House on the corner of Middle and Willow Streets,
recently occupied by Mrs. C A» Richards as a board- !
Fuser-ssion given iiiiraodinig hon.ss-.

oc2.rt tf

cymbal.

fix

WANTS.

LM.

ts

MARRETT,
*

Wharf.

in the northerly corblock, orner of I.ime and
Milk Streets, directly
the
market. Kent ow
taeing
Enquire* at office of
INSCRANCR CO.,
Sept, l.i, 1 Hisit I
No. 27 Exchange St.

plenty of other amusement*
full Ouadrilt.k Baxd, in-

give a aerie*of

i

Ac.

3w|«(lfcw2iCc‘dma" n,0,k' Temple Street.

novll

entnmodtona Chamber
rjtHK
-aer of the new brick

for sale bv
aov7 <lls3w

HALL,

....

Blanket*,Quilts, Sheetings,Flannel.,

TO LET.
Easterly Tenement of the Honse on Spring
Street, known as tjie Itolfe House Enquire of
Oct. 27.—dtf
8. J. ANDERSON.

(J f.

CJmnd Social Levee!

•Cj H

Block

OWSiffSKifi'j,

200g??*^rdoi«“LAB«B.
HARRIS BROTHERS.

gX
MR

WILL O.VE A

aTmABRETT,

EDWIN
f odraan

Moinowa.

FA The Friend* of Temperance

/fSi

GOODS,

JUST RECEIVED.

Templo Mroct,
8TORE in Codman Block, next to
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AMUSEMENTS.

On

Gen. Hovey’s Expedition returned to Helena
cape from a position which appears to have
no issue.
The forces of the two sides have
j
Cairo. Nov. 2(1.
hitherto fought with balanced success, and the
(ien. Hovey’s expedition, consisting of 17
latest accounts do not show any prospect of a 1
about
transports, carrying
10,000 men, which
speedy termination of the war. These cir- ( left Helena some days since, returned
on Fricumstances taken togetoer would seem to
It proceeded to the mouth of the White
day.
favor the adoption of measures which
might
river, but owing to its lowness could go no
bring about a truce. The Emperor of the 1 further. Its
destination is said to have been
French, therefore, is off the opinion that there Little llock.
is now an opportunity of oflering to the bel- I
The Appeal learns from several sources that
ligerents the good officers of the maritime I the Federal* in West Tennessee and
vicinity
powers. He therefore proposes to Her Majesof Holly .‘■firings have forbidden farmers sowty, as well us to the Emperor of Russia, that
will
not
ing wheat, declaring they
be allowed
the three courts should endeavor, both at
to raise it; the Federal purpose
to proWashington and in communication with the hibit the production of anythingbeing
but cotton.
Confederate States, to bring about a snspension of arms for six months,
during which
The Alabama fn Frenchman’s Bay.
every act of hostility, direct or indirect,
should cease at sea as well as on land. This
Baxoor. Nov. 26.
The people on the cast are iu a state ot
armistice might, if necessary, be renewed for
great
a further period. This
excitement.
It
is
reported that a steamer anproposal, M. Dronyn
de 1 Huys proceeds to
the
of
the
swering
Alabama apdescription
say, would not imply
on the part of the three
peared iu Frenchman’s Bay this afternoon, and
powers any judgment
steered towards Sullivan. They know of no
on the origin of the
or
on
war,
any pressure
negotiations for peace, which it is hoped honest vessel likely to be there at this time.
would take place during the armistice. The
i-hf'c powers would only interfere to smooth
Death of Hon. Luther Hanchett.
obstacles, and only within limits which the
Mii.waukik. Nov. 26.
two interested parties would
A dispatch received from Madison,
prescribe.
Wis.,
The French Government is of the
opinion announces the death of the Hon. Luther Ilanthat even in the event of failure of immediate
chett, a Member of Congress, of braiu fever.
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*
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0
Nov.
19.
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Washington-, Nov. 20.
The Court of Inquiry, in the case of Gen.
McDowell, reassembled to-day, wlieu he, having been called upon, read a paper, submitting
a plan of
investigation, in the course of which
lie says the details of ttie disaster of the first
battle ot Butt Kuii having been investigated
by a joint committee ot Congress, and be having siuee been appointed by the President and
continued by the Senatf as a Major General,
lie lias not thought it necessary to ask the
Court to take up that campaign, but ouly to
investigate his conduct since lie was thus commissioned. The question which stands forth
prominently in this case, and which may he
assumed, is the charge to which all the other
points cau be regarded as specifications, is that
of treason, knowing of no s|ieeitic
charge*
None having been charged, lie lias the ditHcult
of
a
direct
part
proving
negative by
proof.
This is impossible, and the only way he knows
of doing so Is by such evidence as shall cause
his innocence to he interred. It was with
this view he wrote to the President
asking an
investigation oil such points as would, if the
result should prove favorable, leave no doubts
to his prejudice. In addition to this question
of his general conduct as an executive and
administrative otlicer, he a-ks inquiry to he
made on those points which he supt>oses
may
have had in the minds of others a direct hearing on the main question as follows:
1st. An investigation of his correspondence
with tlie enemy's commanders or w ith auy one
w ithin the enemy’s lines.
2d. An investigation of his conduct and the
policy pursued.by hiui towards the inhabitants
of tiie country occupied by our
troops, with
reference to themselves or their property. This
matter lie says has been severely commented
upon throughout the country and in both
Houses ot (Jougress,aud may possibly have tout
much to do witli the charge of treason, as to
his conduct tawards the inhabitants. With
reference to themselves he wishes to offer his
general orders Concerning rape, robbery and
pillage, and those with reference to interference with the railroad, telegraph, Ac.
8d. As to whether lie lias been faithful to
those placed over him.
4lh. As to whether he has failed through
any unworthy personal motives to go to the
aid or to semi reinforcements to his brother
commanders.
5th. He asks an investigation into the charge
very generally made against him, and which
sheets seriously bis character, viz., that 01
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Namivii.le, Nov. 26.
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here yesterday morning and arrived at Nashliille the same evening.
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Molasses—dull; sales Barbados at 40.
Freights to Liverpool—dull and drooping;

issue of the
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funeral of a soldier, the name was incorrectly
given. It should have been Sergeant Major,
Oscar George Mower. The deceased was
«iek about six weeks with typhoid fever.
Hall is

Various Items.

n

evening.

notice in

Murfreesboro.

at

«.

ST* The post office will be open to-day
from 8 to 9 o’clock in the morning, and a short
time after the distribution of the Western and
Eastern mails in the afternoon, and the Westmail in the

news

enough

law and his excellency is needed to
them right.
Bragg dates a general order, ‘'Headquarters
No. 2, near Nashville, Nov. 11).’’ It is
supposed from this Chat lie is free from arrest at haverguo. The order is signed Jos. P. Wheeler,
Brig. Gen. and chief of stair.
A dispatch from Richmond, dated the 17tb,
thinks the occupation of
Fredericksburg ’ll
feint on the part of Gen. Burnside.
A person who left Chattanooga on the 12th
and has arrived here says an immense force of
rebels is moving North and that Hardee's
force would move up to Miirfrcssboro. He
slates that the rPtiels are determined to
fight

a

(l

ern

of

New Winter

two

conscript

FROM WASHINGTON.

hefurr

DRY GOODS.

Houm; for Sal®.

set

Your Excellency may read this dispatch to
Drouyn du I'Huys, and give him a copy of
Krssw.1..

(foil. IlcDowell

Mur-

at

Cumberland Gap.
The Banner reports heavy
skirmishing at
Lavergue on the 10th. The railroad line to
Huntsville, Ala., has lieen opened.
The Banner says there is a great demand for
Gov. Harris in East Tennessee. Some
County
Court officials are fractious in
enforcing the

M.

deception

the

honw’ ne*rlr
^ food
Amm?r>an3
we.i
repair, and IS?d*n
arranged Ibr
families, Vith
land
for two

fight

will assume command of
Bragg's army.
It also states that Geo. B. Crittenden has been
released from arrest and reported lor
duty._
McCann lias lieen assigned to the command of

My Lord: The Count de Klalmult came to
Foreign Office by appointment on Mon10th in-t., and read to me a dispatch from ;
From the Army.
a|stercoscopic picture of "Sir Roland's Ghost” day.
M. Dronyn dc I’ll ays, relating to the civil war
Falmouth, Va., Nov. 2(1.
j
—taken photographically more than a
in North America. In this dispatch the MinIt is expected that the railroad will be finyear
since, more wonderful in appearance than any ister lor Foreign Affairs states that Euro|>e j ished to-morrow from Aquia Creek to the
spirit picture we have seen, and yet nothing has followed with painful interest the struggle Bappahamioek opposite Fredericksburg. Tim
which had now in-en going on for more than a
bridge over l’otoume Creek w as reported tills
unnatural is claimed for it.
year on the American continent. He does j morning as nearly completed. The cars carry
1
to
the
I justice
supplies as far as Brooks' station, six miles
energy and perseverance which
have been displayed by liotli sides, but lie ob- ( from Aquia Creek, which
tW A young lady, on being asked what
greatly accommoserves
that
she
these
dates our troops. Notwithstanding the late
wished
her
of
;
their
have
ealling
sweetheart to follow,
proofs
courage
been
at
the
bad
of
condition
of
that
she
innumerable
the
cawished
him to he a
given
reads, quartermaster's
blushingly replied
ex|iense
husbandman.
bloodshed. To these ac- I supplies have been promptly furnished. Long
| lainities and immense
cornpaniments oi civil conflict is to lie added ; lines of road have been corduroyed under di| the apprehension of servile war, which would rection of Col. Ingalls, Chief Quartermaster of
At the municipal election in Dover, X. i be the climax of so
the army, and are iu good condition.
many irreparable misfortunes. If these calamities affected America (
The ramp fires of tile enemy are constantly
H., on Tuesday last, the Kepublicau ticket
1
these
only,
sufferings of a friendly nation increasing within sight of Falmouth, affording
prevailed by a large majority.
would be enough to excite the anxiety amt I indications of the augmentation of the rebel
] sympathy of the Emperor; but Europe lias j lorees.
1
New York Market.
Lee has joined Longstreet, and D. H. Hill
I suffered In one of the principal branches of her 1
industry, and her artisans have been subjected and Jackson are known to lie on the way
New York. Nov. 26.
thither.
Cotton—(juiet and unchanged; 65 « 60 lor mid- j to most cruel trials.
France and the maritime powers have, dur- j
dlitif^aplauds.
Yesterday the enemy were busily engaged
Flour—State* and Western dull and 6c lower; Suing the struggle, maintained the strictest neu- j in constructing additional works iu the rear
nertlne State 6 65 d 5 65; Extra do 6B5@600; Hound
anil to the left of Fredericksburg. The cars
: traUty, hut the sentiments by which they are
Hoop Ohio 6 701® 680; Extra Western 6 05
680;
Southern dull and lower; mixed to good 6 50
6 80; I animated are far from imposing on them any- i bring troops and supplies regularly to the rebel
Fancy and Extra 6 90 ti 9 00; Canada heavy and
like
but
on
thing
the conseem,
indifference,
troops, stopping at a point three miles from
lower, 6 90 n. 8 25.
town.
trary, to require that they should assist the
and 1
2c lower: Chicago spring
Wheat—heavy,
two belligerent parties in an endeavor to es- :
1 16
123: Milwaukee club 1 22 a, 1 80: Red 1 37

its

He was

supposition

The Rebels determined to
freesboro.

ject.

Tiie following dispatch was addressed by
Earl Russell to Earl Cowley, Her Majesty's
Ambassador at l’aris:

prac'iced upon tlie honest believer in
mystery. A
gentleman of this city has just exhibited to us

Advantages ok Mi u.—A gentlemen was
throwu from his vehicle, in Commercial St.,

yesterday afternoon, by

We quote

“A

the North and West for the last
twenty years, will sing at the New City Iiail

mences

The New York World

Photography.”

FOR SALE & TO LET.

son

tainable at the present inotn-nt
by tlie course
suggested by tlie govermneafof France ? Such
is the question which lias been
anxiously and
carefully examined by Her.Majesty's government. After weighing ail tlie infoi uiation
which lias been received bom
America, Her
Majesty's government are led to tlie conclusion that there is no ground at the
present moment to hope that the federal
government
would accept tlie proposal
suggested, ami a
refusal from Washington at present would
prevent any speedy renewal of tlie offer,
llcr
Majesty’s government thinks, therefore, that it
would be better to watch
carefully the progress of opinion in America, and if, as there
appears reason to hope, it may tie found to
have undergone or may undergo'hereafter any
change, the three courts might then avail
themselves of such change to offer their friendly counsel with a greater prospect than now
exists of its living accepted by the two contending parties. Her Majesty's government
will communicate to that of France
any intelligence they may receive from Washington or
Richmond bearing upon this important sub-

received in Europe the two armies, on the contrary, were in
a couditiou that would not allow either party
to hope, within a brief delay, for any decided
advantage to throw the bahtace and accelerate peace.
All these circumstances taken together point
to tbe opportunity of an armistice, to which,
moreover, under present circumstances, no
stratagetieal objection can be made. The
favorable dispositions towards peace which
are lieginning to manifest themselves in the
North as well its the South, might on the other
hand second steps that might lie made to recommend the idea of truce.
The Emperor lias therefore thought that the
occasion lias presented itself of ottering to the
belligerents the support of good offices of three
maritime powers, and his majesty lids charged
me to make the proposition of the
government
to her lirillanic majesty as well as t«l the Court
of Russia.
The three cabinets would exert their iuflencc at Washington as well as with the Confederates, to obtain ail armistice lord months,
during which every act of war, direct or indirect, should provisionally cease on sea as well
as on land, and it might be, if necessary, ulteriorily prolonged. These overtures, I need not
say. would not imply on our part any judgment,
on the origin or issue of the struggle, uor
any
pressure upon the negotiations which might, it
is to lie hoped, ensue in favor of an armistice.
Our task would consist solely in sinoothingdown
obstacles, and in interfering only in a measure
determined upon by the two parties.
We
should not, in fact, believe ourselves called
upon to decide, but to prepare the solution of
dilHcullies, which hitherto have opposed reconcilliatkm between the belligerent parties.
Would not, moreover, an agreement betweeu
tbe three Courts respond sufficieTitly to their
intentions; would it not give to their step the
character of evident impartiality?
Acting in concert they would combine tbe
conditions la'st suited to ensure confidence in
the government of the Emperor, by tbe constant tradition of French policy towards the
United States, England by the community of
race, Russia by the marks of friendship she
lias never ceased to show to the Washington
cabinet.
Should the event not justify the
hope of the three powers, and should the ardor
of tlie struggle overrule the wisdom of their
couucils, ibis attempt would not lie the less
honorable for them, and they would have fulfilled a duty of humanity more especially indicated in a war which excited passions render
all direct attempts at uegotiotion more diffiIt is the mission which international
cult.
law assigns to neutrals at the same time that it
prescrilscs to them a striet impartiality, and
they could never make a nobler use of their
influence than by endeavoring to put an end
to the struggle which causes »o much suffering, and compromises such great interests
throughout the whole world.
Finally, even without immediate results,
these overtures would not be entirely useless,
for they might encourage public opinion to
views of conciliation, aud thus contribute to
hasten the moment when the return of peace
might become possible.
1 request you sir, in the name of Ills Majesty, to submit these considerations to Lord
Russell, or to Eiiuce Gortsehakotfi, begging
him to state the views of government of Her
Eritaunic Miyesty or fount of Russia.
Duouyn He i.'Hcys.
(Signed)
the last

Joe Johnson to auaine command
of Bragg’s Army.

Nkw Your, Nov. 26.
A special dispatch to the Herald from Nashville, Tenu., dated yesterday,says the Murfreesboro Banner of the 2<)th states that Joe John-

Her Majesty’s govermnenl have,
however,
been informed up to the
present time that
tile Russian government laze
agreed to cooperate m ith England and H ance on tills occasion, although tliatgovenraient may support
the endeavors of
England au l France to attain
tlie end proposed. Rut is tfaieud
proposed at-

From the commencement of the war an armed force was set on foot by the belligerents,
which since then lias almost constantly been
kept up. After so much bloodshed, they are
uovw, in that respect, nearly in the same position.
Nothing authorizes the presumption
that more decisive military operations will

shortly occur.
According to

■

success, these overtures might be useful in
turning the minds of men now leated by passion, to consider the advanttgesofcwiciliation
and peace. Such is in substance tie proposal
of tlie government of the
Empetoro! France,
and l need hardly say that it has attracted the
serious attention of her majesty’) government.
Her Majesty is desirous of
act'wg in concurrence with Franco upon the
gieat questions
now agitating the world, and
upm none more
than on the contingencies conie.cted with the
great struggle now goingon in Birth America.
Neither her majesty the Queen n*r the British
nation will ever forget tlie noble ind
emphatic
manner in which the
Emperor o' the French
vindicated tlie laws of nations aid assisted in
tlie cause ol peace, in the instaiee of the seizure of tlie Confederate eommissliners on board
the Trent. Her majesty’s
govirnment recognize with pleasure in the dmigii of
arresting
the progress of the war by
ftfmdly measures
the benevolent views and Inniane intentions
of tlie Emperor.
They are dsoof the opinion
that if tlie steps proposed wire to be taken the
concurrence of Russia M ould lie extremely desirable.
not

|

Kaxsas ('ity, Nov. 23.
The Santa Fe mail with dates of the 10th
inst. arrived this morning, having been detained by heavy rain storms along the route.
The distribution of Indian presents, furnished by the government for that portion of
tlie Utah tribe of Indians
belonging to the superintendency of New Mexico, took place at
the agency at Abequin on the fid inst. The
chiefs expressed themselves well satisfied, and
said they were anxious to unite with our
troops
in an expedition against the Navajoes and
help
conquei that tribe in obedience to the projier
authorities. Ail was quiet along the route.

introductory lecture is to be delivered by Rev. Dr. Bellows, of New York,
next Wednesday evening. The price of tick-

in

|

From New Mexico.

The

nounced

Halifax, Nov. 30.
The following is the dispatch of the French
Minister of Foreign Affairs, addressed to the

commission has lieeu appointed to take |m>ssossion of the district, and the sugar plantations
are to lie worked by them where
they are not
worked by their owners; and negro or white
labor may be employed at discretion.
All property belonging to the disloyal
persons
is to be inventoried and sold for the benefit of
the government under the
provisions of the
confiscation act.
Another order
suppresses distilleries and
other manufactories of strong drink. Another
announces that if any official is found drinking intoxicating liquors in any public drinking
place, he will lie recommended to the President for dismissal from the service. Another
suppresses the National Advocate for improper publications.
Another prohibits the arrest
of any slave, unless the person
arresting knows
such slave is owned by a loyal citizen.
Among the property confiscated under the
first named order is Gen. Bragg's plantation.

Amusements for to-day and this evening.

can

Interference iu American
AiTairs.

New York. Nov. 20.
Advices per Roanoke from New Orleans
state that by order of Gen. Roller the
pruperty within the district recently possessed by our
forces under Gen. Weitzcl, to Is; known as the
Lafourche district, is declared sequestered, and
all sales or transfers of it arc forbidden. This
district comprises all the territory of Louisiana lying west of the
Mississippi river, except
the parishes of Piaqucmiuc and Jefferson. A

formances of Wesley’s War Tableaux, at 3 and
7 o’clock I*. M. Deering Hall.

ring,

on

—

ant.

Michael O'Hearn,

Daily Press.

I Ambassadors of France at Loudon and St. Petersburg, and published in the Mouiteur:
"Paris, October 30.
Europe watches with painful interest the
struggle which has been raging more than a
year upon the American continent. The hostilities have provoked sacrifice,and the efforts
I of nature certainly inspire the highest idea of
j perseverance and energy of two populations;
: but this spectacle, which docs so much honor
to their courage, is only given at the price of
j numlieriess calamities alitl a prodigious etfuj sion of blood. To these results of civil war,
j which from the very first, assumed vast proporj lion, there is still to be added apprehensions of
: servile
war, which would be the culminating
1
point of so many irreparable disasters.—
The
!
sufferings of a nation towards which we
have always professed a sincere friendship
i would have sulliced to excite the sincere solicitude of the Emperor, even had we ourselves
notsnffered by a counter blow from theseevents
under the influence of intimate relations,which
escaped.
extensive intercourse lias multiplied between
various regions of tile globe.
From Tennessee.
Europe itself has suffered from the conseNashville, Nov. 25.
quences of this crisis, w hich dried up one of
Some 400 of Morgan's cavalry left camp 7
the most fruitful sources of public
wealth, and
inilcs from Letiunoii, to attack the Fedcrals at
which lias caused most sad trials.
Wood's Ferry on the Cumberland river, but
As you arc aware, when this conflict comwere shelled back w ilh the loss of two men
menced, we held it our duly to observe the
Morgan is reported to have left camp with his
most strict neutrality, in concert with other
whole force the same night to attack the Loumaritime power*, and the Washington cabinet
isiana! and Northern Railroad.
repeatedly acknowledged the honorable manUnion refugees from MeMinnieville say that
ner with which we adhered to that line of eonthe emancipation proclamation is
generally duct. And the sentiments idneated to us liauc
approved by loyal men there.
undergone no change; hut the benevolent charMany refugees here approve of it, some of acter of that neutrality, instead of imposing
whom are large slaveholders.
Colton is
upon the powers the attitude which might rechanging here at 52 and 55 cents per pound.— semble indifference, ought rather to make
The river lias risen 4 inches on the shoals.
them of service to two parties by helping them
out of the liosition w hich seems to hnve tin isFrom New Orleans.
sue.

■

profits up to that time,
complainant ulti-

Mr. Drummond.
In the ease against Samuel

THE

Letter of the French Minister

extracts are made:
The Savannah Republican says we have
reason to believe that the Government has
again put the wheels of war iu motion iu the
right direction, which properly conducted, will
til wart all the cherished plain of the enemy
and secure his overthrow at every point. We
shall hear of the result at an early day.
The Richmond Enquirer of thu 21st gives a
report of tile yellow fever in Wilmington, N.
by which it appears that Iroin Sept. 4th to
Nov. 15th, there hud been 1505 ca^ps,of which
number 441 were fatal.
The Enquirer states that ten days ago a very
accomplished lady connected with people iu
Richmond of great wealth and iulluence, was
imprisoned iu Castle Thunder undar a charge
of giving information to the Yankees by
way
of Portsmouth where she dwells, and From
which place she has made several visits to
Richmond.
The Petersburg, Va., Express of the 21st
says the blockaders ran a schooner ashore near
Moore's Inlet, ami a brig ashore near Fort
Fisher. The brig was the Fanny Lewis. The
captain and nine of her crew were drowned
trying to reach the shore. The schooner was
burned by a boats crew of 13 from one of the
blockaders, who were afterwards captured by
Newkirk's cavalry, to whom information had
been given by the crew of the schooner who

enforced should the

mately prevail.

Portland

From various Southern papers received, Hie

April next,—the
a

TO

following

next, the hearing

defendant In the meantime to file

PAPERS.

Fobtbkss Monroe, Nov. 2(1.

Clifford to take bis seat on the Bench

Washington, on Monday

at
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Southern Items.

to hear and determine the same iu season fot

Jndge

Jr’ld.
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U. S. Circuit Conrt.

yesterday to heai
motionafor injunctions against sundry partiet
for alleged infringements of the Wheeler <S
Wilson Sewing Machine patent. In several o
the cases injunctions were ordered by consent
In the case against Shaw an'l a Is. of Biddcford, which was prepared to be contested, it
appearing that the Court would not have time

X JA,
-TO THE-

Clifford went in

Judge
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KINO, BUTLER & THURLOW,
No. 105 Commercial St., Portland, Me,

Portland, Xov. 7tb, 19®.
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A. S. KINti.
A BUTLER.
CYRUS THURLOW
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To the Brightest Star In Heaven.
Ever since the departure of the 25th regiment, have
I watched

bright

a

star in the Heavens with

duction

For more than twenty-five years has the well known

FURNITURE HOUSE
OF

Aud in !he

Furnished the

miue ear,
distant moan;
all at rest,

are

waving

O’er loved oues far away.
Look down and bless them while
And

through

the

Tell them to be,
A

..

.1

AND NOW,
At the old

With increased facilities for

workmen and thoroughly seasoued
he can furnish the largest assortment of

stock,

CUSTOM-MADE
(Or made,

alway.

at short

notice,
may direct.)

to any

WORK,

they come.

And round their board

Thia thought must cheer them,

They're

oue

day uearer

oue

aud

Purchasers for Ca«h may rest assured tnat goods
made perfectly satisfac-

ail,

bought at this house will be
tory iu price and quality.

home.

O, blesa the sick and wounded oues,
If any such there be,
And may the slain iu battle know
Eternity.

Protect them when the wintry blast
Shall wail iu fitful strains,
Aud when the enow flakes putter fast
Upon our.window panes;
Protect their leader, young in years,
While on the battle Held,
Who’ll urge them on without a fear,
Nor to the traitors

The Best of Extension

Spiral

And

And tuneful blrdB float

on

the

wing,

plumes of varied dyes;
we hope and trust and pray,
Our brave boys may return,
And briug with them on that Spring day,
The laurels bravely won.
With

Attended

&c.

to

a*

unual*

B—SHIP FURNITURE made to order.
tf
October 1st, 1862.

H.

H.

Verdigris,

HAY,

Ob! beed the blessings 1 have said
Thou bright aud glittering star.
And I will pillow my anxious head,
And dream of the distant war;

And

no more rumors—no more

When Christ aud Heaven

Sight,

Oct.

are

won,
Maby.
JUNCTION

M

Hie Mysteries of
Exchange.”
We presume that most of our readers are
aware that the currency quotations of foreign

exchange represent

-DEALER IN-

Fine

a

AND

AND

^PAINTS,

And all other articles umallr
Paint establishment.

LARD OIL,
kept in

a

Drue
* and

I. D. MERRILL A CO.,

PLUMBERS,
No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

Water Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bourls, Silrer Plated
£Brass
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.
All
kinds
of
fixtures
ZST
for hot and cold water
set
up in the best manner.
All orders iu

city

or

I. V. MERRILL.

country

personally attended to'

JUUS BOND.

MERRILL.

8. D.

au*4dly
A. W. BANFIELO,
(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mills fc Forristall.
IMPORTER

FANCY

AND

GEKMAN,

GOODS,

YANKEE NOTIONS,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELEY,
STATIONERY, TOYS, fcc.,

:

VAJJUI

^UlU

28 and 80 Federal and
ADDI80M

P

J.

106 Congress Streets,

W. BARFIELD

Forrihtall

cau

June 23.

Bo»tOXl.

be found at the above place.
,,1-

Great Improvement in
HORSE -TRAINING!
AFTER many years experience in the
old style, a thorough course of iustrucwiv ,i0118 *>y rrof. J. S. K a key,and live years
4>ractice iu his art, the subscriber will
hold himself in readiness at his place to taine and

train any Colts
vicious horses to saddle or harness
in the only true way. Mv rnetto—“Kindness over
cruelty." Charges reasonable.
J. W. ROBINSON. South Street.
ty Persons having Colts or unruly Horses w ill
find it to their advantage to call as above.
HORSES FOR SALE—I would take this opportunity to say that I will sell two or three good business
horses, very cheap.
uov13
or

IQ

I

;

FOR

SOLE1XG

OR

MEXDIXG

Boots and Shoes.

Hilton’s

Comont,

250,000 shopkeepers, mechanics, anil engineers,
It is invaluable for soleing or patching Boots and
and 160,000 women and children not engaged
Shoes, aud for cementing Leather Belting it has no
equal.
in work. There are now 210,000 persons of
those directly employed who are out of work,
Cy Only 25 Cents per Bottle, at
and the average loss is equal to £ 105,000a week. !
LORING’S DRUG STORE,
This amount will, in all probability, be doubled
novl7
Corner Exchange & Federal Streets.
by Christmas, and it will then be necessary to
provide from poor rates, and subscriptions, at
Molasses, Wood. Palm Leaf and
leastjone-fourth of the average weekly iucotne.
Tobacco.
Iu other words, the parishes of Lancashire
A “I HHDS. MOLASSES,
and the rich must find together about
£50,000
!±l8lib!s.
a
week.—[English paper.
7 Hhds. Melado,
Bbls. Honey,
249 Logs Cedar,
110 Logs Mahogany,
M Tons Fustic,
Wifi Bundles Palin Leaf,
4

--

Jacob Baker of New Orleans, about whom
{
so much has been said
lately, is the hero of tin* i
following; Iu his younger days, w hile an active I
member ol the Society of Friends, he
got into I

day

5

Logwood,

Campeachv.2 @2V
St. Domingo.1|@ 2

Extract Logwood. 12f@l4
a
Hie
Wood.
•*
Peach
.3?ft 4i
Red
8fl 3)
2 @
Sapan

2J

Red Sanders.8" a 6
Duel*.
80 pc ad val.
Ravens .46cfl
Portland, No. 8..90 a
"
No. 10. 66
Navy, 8*r, No. 3.89
•*
••
No. 10 56
Tent Duck,
U. 8. 10 ox.66 @
12 or.06 ^

Duty

§

Litharge 21c, Oxide qf
Zinc 2^c Pib, Prussian
Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
Yellow, Venetian Red lib,
Spanish Broicn dry 20,
in oil 80 pc cut rat., Yellow and other Ochres 60c
P 100 tbs. Paris White
dry 60c, in oil gl 60,
Whiting 50c p 100 lbs.
1 ”tl’d Lead, in oU.f9’@
J <evrls Lead,
10@ 10j
I lost on Lead, " ..9J@
I ranch Zinc,
lo®101
knrier. Zinc.
.8@8i
I Iocbelle Yellow. .3 ® 34
\ lug. Ven. Red.
3 @3}
I
I led Lead.lO^u
Plaster.

■itbarge.10®

I

i
Feather*.
I
Duty. 30 pc ad rat.
Live Qeese P tt> 60 @56
i
Russia.25 &
Fish.
Duty: For 10ft lbs foreign
//erring 8 1.
caught
Mackerel 82, Salmon 93; (

1

round.600@650

Provisions.
hity Beef and Pork lc.
Lard, Bacon and Hams
2c, Butter and Cheese 4c

with some one', ami waxing
very wroth, laid off his Quaker coat, and theatened to give his opponent a
thrashing. This
coming to the ears of some of the prominent
members of the meeting, a committee was
appointed to call upon Friend B-. and deal
with him for this evident breach of
disipline.
Jacob stoutly denied the charge. “But
why
did thee Iny of thy coat ?” inquired one of the
committee. “Because,” said Jacob, “I was a
little afraiil the man would use personal violence, and I took off my coat that I might run
the faster from him."

"

*•

loo Mats
3** Bales Tobacco
25 Hides,
3 Bales Sea Island Cotton,
'nriro of Brig “Charlena.” from Manzanillo, for
>»!ebv
HOPHNI EATON,
®ov8 lrnd
No. 1 Central Wharf.

Turner's American I'xprtm

»t.

John, N. B.,

PARCELS. Packages,and all other
articles usuallv sent by Express
will bo forwarded between this
city,
and all parts of the Provinces, w ith

lespatch.
The subscriber solicits the

patronage
public.
ANSEL LOTIIHOP, Agent.

Portland, Sept. 30,1882.

of the

d2in

i

,

@lf
clear.16l@16
13}
@llj
..

iverpool.2|@

F'igs,

common.... none.
Starch.
Elenie.18c® 22 / uty : 20 pc ad ral.
Lemons, p box S4 25a I1 earl.5J@ 7
2 60 P otato.3 £ 34
Oranges—Havana
Raisins,
Shot -p 100 tbs 5*93 a 10
Blue P cask.134@14 T
rop.«10$k
p «ck.
11 (ft
Black.88*@10
Bunch P box. 4 l<v« 4 15
Soap.
Laver. .4 1&<^4 25 / uty 36 pc ad ral.
Dates.7 @ 9c L eat be Sc Core’s, TrowPrunes.8V@104 bridge & Smith’s ExFlour—Portland insp.
tra No. 1 p
Jb_9fci 91
F amity do.8
Superfine.6}
(ft 84
ra„»<(XI A fll V
o.
6
1.7}'@
Extra.0J ft 7 E aple No. 1.6j£. 61

New

Family.7
Extra

fa

S
7|
84 C

ar.54® 6J

Bay

dawtf

left at the conn ting-room of the Dally Free*
Maine State Freee. bead of firm Sight of Main,

will be

cared

promptly

attended to.

by

facts

tw~ The oil ce i* rapplWd with

will

**

PAST PEE88E8 AND STEAM POWER
And it*

•tyle

capacity and fkcilitte, for doing work in good
equal to any In the City or State.

are

!

1*. A. FOSTER * CO.
July 17.1ML

dtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

STEAM

Book and Job

STEAMBOATS.

POWER

Printing Officfi,

No. Hi EXCHANGE

Fox Block,

STREET,

Second Floor,

Trip per Week.

dr Chaleur.

novll

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Tho Proprietor, of the Poktlaxd Dear Puwu
reepectlhlly invite attention to their frdlitJe* ter exa*
cottar, in besutilhl ityie, every deeeription of

B00.I AND

JOB PRINTING
0

#

1

United States Stocks,
State and City Stocks,
Railroad and other Stocks
and Bonds,
Bank Stocks,
Loans ou mortgages of Real
Estate,
Loans on Rank Stocks,
Ca»h on hand aud in Banks,

Weekly

••

*•

18,550 00

♦«

•«

••

22.1*58 75
201,087 00

Amount due from Agents and iu
Other property of the Company,

Augusta, Me.

transit,

ON E of4he tgHo wing first-class, powerful Steamers: MITORNIAN, NORTH

REFERENCES:

Joseph B. Hall,
Sec’▼ of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane,

Hon.

1

VA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec

Londonderry.

Passenger*

Railway.
Prepaid and return

Trunk

tickets issued at reduced rates.

Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out aud
back. 8186.
Apply to Edmoustoue. Allan k Co., Montreal,or to
J. L. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23. 1862.
dtf

$333,474
LIABILITIES.
Losses unpaid, not adjusted,
810,298 00
other claims against tbe Compauy—Noue.
Prem um Notes—None.
07

Portland aud Si*w York Steamers.

Hartford as., Nov. 8.1882.
Sworn to by
A. F. HASTINGS, President,
Wm. C\ HASTINGS, Sec'y,
Before me.
Stilus Spring,

three or five

years,

at

£

uov

31

15

Exchange

Street.

u&n

run

BA.\K CRECfcS, VOTES, AVI DLLS Of LAIIVC.

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES A GLUT EX ED
WHEX DESIRED.

Portland.

For t'reisht or passage apply to
EMERY * FOX. Brown's Wharf, Portland.
II. B.
ROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
June 23,18 2.
dtf

1

\j\jn

ruwill, will until further notice
follows:

This vessel is fitted up with fine accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speed>. safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage §5,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Ouebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
s'lamer before 8 P. M., on the day that she leaves

lowest rates.

NEATEST MANNER.

Billeta a Circular* in Every Variety of Typo,

Leave Brow ns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave l*ier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock. P. M.

W. D. LITTLE, A pent.

Office

THE

splendid and first Steamship
“CHESAPEAKE,” Captain Sidnky

ItRSMtKSaas

Applications received. Policies issued, and losses
promptly paid, at the Agency iu Portland.
S^y Rates as favorable as other sound Companies.
First cla<« Dwellings and couteuts insured for one,

faction to every person who ha* used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and
gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for
using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Solis Hair Dve over
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dve, and there is but
one kind lo be used, and that can he
put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unliko all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dve after putting it on. Unlike
all other dyes, it will color long hair, which other
dye* cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after ouce
using this.
S3T For sale only at

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

The

m

Justice of the Peace.

mHE market has been flooded for vears w ith diflferX ent articles called Hair Dve*. which have never
satisfied the expectation* of purchasers. The mc
plus ultra ha* been reached at last in TODD’S
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satis-

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Hiird Class, 835. 1 irst Class, §77 to 892—according
to accommodation,—which include* tickets on Graud

State ot Connecticut,

DYE!

Every Variety

Style and Coat.

Quebec

morning.

StateTreasurer.

TODD'S LIX SOLIS

Buaiaeet Card* of

e\ ery Saturmorning, for Liverpool, via
leave Portland per Graud Trunk Trains
with United Statin mails, every Friday, at 1 Ul'.M.,
connecting with Steamer at
every Saturday

day

4.100 00
15.569 70
82.139 43
11.743 2o
2,457 24

Total Assets,

Fancy Types,

1* adequate to do any work demanded In thk State

Mail Line.

?A1IKIIK AN. NORWEGIAN, JURA,
6 IK 111 EM UN. A.NOLu NAXOS. NO-

75*

£25.718

*•

••

Book and

MONTREAL

Capital Stock, all paid in, $300,000 00,
FOLLOWS, VIZ:
market value,

Their Eatahliehtnent la fhrnhhed with all the
apaaaortmeat of

proved modern machinery, and their

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

To the Secretary of the State of Maine, in conformity to Jaw, Nov. 1st, 1802.

INVESTED AS

,

C. C. EATON, Agent.

Statement of the
North American Fire Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN

o£ju ox.n.L£jm.£,rt i

—OF THK-

Policies Printed and Pound for
Insurance Companies.

Phoenix Insurance Company
OK HARTFORD, CONN.,
On the 1st

TODD'S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS.

day of November—made

in

conformity

SAIL CLOTH.

1

to

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

the laws ot' Maine.
•

mreei*

septltitf

Superior. .7E@
Mtile.12J « 16
lT. S. Wni’sliurs Notice.
Western extras.
Gl'fa 74 C rane’s.9 £9]
fancy.74fa 8] Spice*.
United States of America, I
84
J. uty: (linger Root 5c,
superior. 74fa
District of Maine, ss.
f
Ohio extra.7 fa 74, Ground Ginner 8c, Pepto Monitions from the Hon. Ashur
family.8 fa 8| per and Pimento 12c,
of the United States District Court,
Ware,Judge
Canada super No.1 none.
Cloves 15c, Cassia loc,
within and for tlie District of Maine, 1 hereby give
StLouisFav Brands.8 fa 9
Cassia Puds 20c, Cinnanotice that the following Libels have been tiled
Southern 111. do do.74faS4
public
mon 26c, Mace and NutIn
said Court, viz: A TAbel against
Petapsco Family. lOfalo]' megs 80c p lb.
Kve E'lour.4ffa 44 V issia p lb.45
Ten Thousand Four Hundred Cigars,
£47c
Corn Jlcal.4)fa 44 C oves.^3
£36
Buckw’t ETr 4) lb 2cfa 2j G inger, (Race)-30
seized by the Collector of the District of Portland
£81
Grain.
G injrer. (Africa). 30 £81
and Falmouth, ou the ninth day of September last
Duty: ('om and Oats 10c, M ace.80 £90
past, at Portland, in said district;
Hye and Fiar/ey 16c. and N Litmeys.80 £85
A Libel against
Wheat 20c 4* tni. From P TP***. 25 £26
Five Hogsheads of Molasses,
hr. l*rovincesfree.
I» mento.22 £24
Rye.‘..95fai 00 Seed*.
seized bv the Collector of the District of PassainaOats.
(560 n uty Linseed 16c p bu.,
quoddy, on the tenth day ot September last past, at
South Yel. Corn. 8*2 a 84
Canary SI p bu., MusRobbiuston, in said District.
Corn. Mixed.80 ft82
tard 3c p tb.
Which seizures were for breaches of the laws ot
Bariev.70 <i76 H f*rds (1 rass..524 f®
the United States, as is more
Short's 4* ton.... *22 ft 23 M ©stern Clover.. lAcf®
particularly set forth in
said
Libels; that a heating and trial "will be had
E ine Feed.26 fa27 R *d Top.S3 Cw 34
thereon, at Portland, on the First Tuesday of DeRrinrislones.
L nseed.3 a.
cember next, where any persons interested therein,
C: ‘nary.3J® 4
Fhity: Itnuf/h—free.
may appear and show cause, if any can he shown,
Rough. V> ton.S17520
Sugar.
wherefore tin* same should not be decreed forfeit,and
Dressed.30«3f> \T) uty: Melado2e,notyibore
disposed of according to law.
Gunpowder.
No. 12 2‘c, abort- No. 12
Dated at Portland, this eighteenth day of Novern*
Duty Valued at less than
indnot abore 15 3c,o6otv
her, A. D. 1802.
20c 4» lb Ac. ort
20c Ac
No. 15 and not above 20
F. A. QUIN BY,
P lb and 20 4>c ad rat. 1 34c, above No. 20 and reU. S. Deputy Marshal, District of Maine.
Blasting.?44fa 5
fined 4c p tb.
novl8 edtd
Rifle and Sporting.6jfa 7j l*i irtland A.9?®
do.
A A.9
Hay.
Presss’d \y netT..«13}ftl6 I do.
Yellow, .none,
Loose.10 fa 101 E'. ,tra Yellow.none.
10,000
II idea :i ml Shinn.
M iiscovado.104 a 11
j !
Duty 11 • 1'c ad ft'.
do.
in bond.81, £9
FLOUR BARRELS WANTED!
Slaughter Hides.. A4fa74c II ivaim Brown... lft|£T2
Calf Skins.11@18
12 ‘£134
j do. White
Calcutta Cow—
N *w Orleans.11 *£134
Slaughtered.. 1 80ft200 C uahed.14 «14j
Twenty-Five t ents, eash.
(1 reen Salt.160fa 1 76 G miniated.14
£ 14 j
Dry. 120ft] 30 pi ordered.14 £14 4
Will be paid for COOn FLOVR TtARHF. I.S, delivSheep Pelts,Gr’n.95a. «i 4 fallow.
cred at Portland Sugar House before Dec. 1st.
Slieep Pelts, Dry 76fal 00,D ity Tallow 1 pc, Soap
J. P. BROWN & SONS.
Stock 10 pc ad cal.
Hops.
j Portland, Nov. 1,1802.
nov3 liml&w
..

June 28.

SETH E. BEEIH

nangc

83 J EXCHANGE STREET,

■

Prfat Money, Pensions, Bounty dud Back Tay co
Ieeted for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will rec«
prompt attention.
Post Office address

ru

was

EASTPOHT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
ON and after Thursday, Nov. 18th,
aSKD*
Toledo. 8t. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of tbe
;
I fiPiynT* the Steamer “New England,” Capt.
E. Field, will leave Railroad Wharf,
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,
foot State Street, every Thtruday, at 5 o’clock
! P. M., till lurtiier notice, for Eastport and St. John.
BY THE
Retnruing, will leave St. John every Monday
tOKM.io, at 8 o'clock, for Eastport. Cortland aud
ERIE RAILWAY.
Boston.
Poattively no freight received after 4 o’clock
Via Buffalo, Dunkirk, and Niagara Falls.
I P. M. on the day of sailing.
Through tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
This road Is broad qua or. and is provided with
Eastport with stage coaches for Martian, and w ith
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.
i steamer (Juecn for Bobbins ton, Calais, St. Stephens
i
and
St. .oidror.i, and at the latter place over rail1‘ickels sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate
for Canterbury, Woodstock and Moulton
way
by
Stations.
W. D. LITTLE, Agent,
We also ticket through per steamers and railways
Office 81 Exchange Street.
for Wnulsor, Halifax, thyby. Fredericton, Sussex,
Moncton, Shediac, Prince Fatcard Island, Pictou,
cry* v ou can save money by securing tickets at this
office.
Aorth Shore of AVic Brunswick, Mirimichi, and

ted States.

.>uuuic(cunivrui

libera

the meet

Order*

To

"Pension®,

IFt_

ENTRANCE

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

I

on

*

mm THROUGH TICKETS

re-

children of Officers and Soldiers who have died while in the service of the Uo*

ivu.

•

One

or

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. S. Senate,
lion. James (i. Blaine,
*ep20d& wl4tf

boy who

tience and perseverance, with his electrical treatment
aud with other cioutives, be was able to lift his eyelids, w hen it was I ecovered that a false membrane
had formed and severed the entire eves. This was
removed by Dr. tlrvuton, and the boy’s eye-sight is
now entirely rest* red, and his eyes stronger than ever before.
This should be known to all persons who
are similarly afflicted.
Although I understand that
the Doc tor has for many years, in bis operations on
these delicate organs—the eye aud ear, met with eminent success, he has not deemed it necessary to keep
blaziug before the public his surgical skill in" this particular part of his profession, bnt has been silently
performing cures, many of tfcsai of a remarkable
character.”
CF* Certificates from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which
may be seen at his office.

Pension*,

(Office No. 9 State House )

a

No. 369 ( ougress Street, Portland.
d&wtimT

C. J. BRYDfiES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 18*52.
a*5dtf

Pensions

H ^ I

j

summer.

Established for Officers and Soldiers. wounded or
disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
of the Uufted States, iu the line of duty.

Procured for widows

;

to

*

“FOR along time the boy’s eye-lids had
been entirely clcmed. His case was conoidered almost hopeless.
The boy was put uuder the care ot Dr. II., and after great pa-

FROM

undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
ffVBE
X United States Government, #100Bounty Honey,
I Back Pay. kc., for heirs of officers or Soldiers dying
in the U. 8. service.

Invalid

Remarkable Case of

Of
show:

November 1st, 18»52, to May 1st, 18*58, the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
aud timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed bet ween October 1st,
18*52, and May 1st. 18*3.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to b© carried on the railway during ’In- next season,
they must understand that they will do so at their own
risk, aud that the Comp&uy Will uot feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

promptly attended

_

CURED.

DK, H. J. BOYWTOM,
Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the following

Notirc to Wood and Lumber merchants.
!

Bounty none), Buck Fay,
And

Will be

Temple Street, (corner

BLI!tDAESS

june23dtf

Work,

term*.

and

A

Job

Fancy

Fourth

~ >

DB. J. B. HUGHES.
of Middle),
Portlaud.
IcF^Seud stamp for Circular.
Jail—dB wtf3
No. 6

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

AGENCy7~

WAR CLAIM

Plain and

by

Phillips.
Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth, or Kennebec & Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Sup't.

Winthrop House', Winthrop.
Elmwood House, Watorville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House, Vassal boro
HuHowell House. HalloweU.
China House. China.
Frankiin House, Augusta.
Oushnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott*® School. Farmington
Eaton Boy®’ Boarding School, Kent’s Ifill.
iullTdft wGm

$10©

P !b.
ITgo Mess Beef.812 @14
and all other pickled in 1 drtiaud do.
.121 a 13
I
bbl$. SI 50 p obi., other-1 *tl’dext.do.
14 @14* I
trise 60c P cwt. From 1 ork, extra clear. 16*
I
Provinces free.
I ork.
Cod large p qut..S4@ 4] I ork, mess. 13V@14
"
small.3j 1 drk, extra do
@14*
Pollock.2i@ 24 I ork. Prime. 11
I louud Hogs.6J
Haddock, .lift
i lams.10@llc
Hake..li a
Herring,Shorepbl.4 @ 4$ C ity Smok’d nams.uone.
do. Labrador., none,
Produce.
do. Scaled pbx 80a Xc I eet p qu’r p lb 5
@ 7*
do. No. 1.25@30 1 ggs. p doz. 19 u 20
1 otatoes, phbl.$13fv@l 46
Mackerel p bbl.,
Bay No. 1
#10V@11 ( bickeus, Spring 8 @10
Bay No. 2. 74 a. 8 I *mb .5 @ s
Bav No. 3.bXa 6 I urkies. 9 @ 12
Shore No. 1
11 t eese.9 @10
7- V eal.none.
2.7
do. (medium).. .4? a 4? 1 ickles, p bbl...
,$7j@ 8*
do. (small).3a 8f Rice.
I Oity: Cleaned 14c, PadFruit.
Duty: Lemons, Oranges, dy }c p lb.
Banana*• and Plantains 1; ice p
lb.61® 7i
20 Pc ad val., Almonds Rum.
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p 1 ortland dwtilled 53 (a 55c
lb. Xuts and Dates 2c Salcraiun.
p lb, ('urrants, Figs, S »lei atu» p It>.64,ft 7c
Plums, P’-unes and Rai- Salt.
sins be p lb. Citron 80 / Uty /« bulk 18c. and in
pc ad val.
bags 24c p 100 lbs.
Almonds—Jordan p lb,
T ink’s Is., p hhd.
Soft Shell.13 (alflc
(8 bus.).$2*® 3
Shelled.,.. .26 @30 I
2}
v urrants.14 <1 15 (. adiz.none
Citron.40 a42 S icks Salt.none.
Pea Nuts.S2ift
C r’d Butter Salt. 22 ®
—

to the above have been

|

PRESS,

Directly orer the Magnetic Telegraph office.
Story, where nil varieties of

dieting

and

v

Bonk,

C'uco

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.
FOX BLOCK,

ias treated thousands of cases, and iu no instance
las be met with a failure.
The remedies are mild,
.md there is uo interruption of business or change of
lid. Dr. Hughes is iu constant attendance from 8
n the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temple street. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
u all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
ecu but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail; cures without
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening eflbcts of most other
emedies; cures new cases in a tew hours; cures without the-dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
>* sure to annihilate the **ak
and poisonous taint
• hat the blood is
sure to fifcorb, unless the proper
is
used.
The
are entirely vegetadiMMs
remedy
ingn
ble. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
can bo caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who' are troubled with seminal
bad habits in youth,
weakness, generally caused
•he effects of which are paid and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, s..in«tiiuos a ringing iu the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or in> an it
y If neglected, are -pe.tJily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will e

I

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

housesPeuobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
8kow began House, 8kow began.
Lewiston House. Lewiston.

over

PRIVATE

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursand Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield ; returning
opposite days.
Stage leaves North Jay for Hast Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Sf*ge leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon

Having tested the "Anderson Spriug Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and 1 believe it to be superior to
anvthing of the kind now in use.
Rev. E. HAWES.
Waterville, April 12,18Gl
Testimonials similar

DAILY

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for a number of yean* confined his attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his practice he

days

A. N.

CUSHING,

Infirmary.

delicacy.

RAILROAD.

May 6, 18*52.

dr

Hu been removed from the office
to the office of the

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Stilt, Honor and

CEgJg&sKjKrj

ceived from the proprietors of the following public

hity: Free.
er tou Soft.1 76@1 78
lard.1 6(A@1 62

...10}@

first time defined the precise extent of the ;
In solvable in Water or Oil—for mending
mischief. There are about a million of per- :
sons dependant upon the trade, i. e., 600,000 ! FURNITURE. IVORY.
RONE, CROCKERY
GLASS AND EARTHEN WARE.
including the families of the directly employed,

one

lfa. 2

Ilypernic.4j@

...

Pockot and Table Cutlery,

The Cotton Famine.-Mi\ E. Chadwick,iu
great paper on the cotton famine, has for the

dispute

Paints.
On White Lead dry
ground in oil and Red
Lead $2 40 p 100 lbs,

or

H

W

,

Eclectic Medical

On and after Monday, November 10,
rains will leave as follows, uutil further

On and after Monday, May 6, 18*52,
<^Myr‘“tpyj*trains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath aud Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath aud Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

STAPLES,
WILLIAMS.

Augusta, April 16,1802.

hity

1?
lj

AND DEALER IN

ENGLISH, FRENVH

Bar wood.
Braril Wood.13 &

Camwood.4J@ 4}
Fustic, C'uLa.2 a, 2]

Quercitron Bark.. .24®

Ef-state A rent for DAVIS fc KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES
eodfcwtoctl

two sums we have

England. In point of fact, iu view of the necessary expenses of freight, insurance and loss
of interest, the margin does not much more
than cover the risk.
To elucidate to the full extent the computations connected with the subject, would lead
us to some curious results, for which we have
not space this morning.—[Boston Traveller.

a

-140^150 : Iperra Winter.. .198(0.200
Vhale, ret'. Wiut 98 <@]>X)
do.
Crude.90 @92
Magnesia.28 @86 .rami Bank and
fine.
2
M'la,
Indigo,
VIfa
Bay Chaleur. S24 @26
Madder.17c\«18 : I bore.22 @26
Opium.88j a 9 -inseed.*1 32@135
Rhubarb.200a. 225 tailed.136u 1 40
Alcohol. 87 (a95 -ardOil.1 06® 1 10
Fluid.1 10 @1 25 < )live Oil.175ol 80
astor Oil.2 05 « 210
Campheue. 2 90 @
Saltpetre.11 i«23 ; ieatsfoot Oil... 105@112
Vitriol..12 («^
( Onions
> bbl.83kg 3>
Dye wood*.
Free.
Duty
j< ) bush.1 2o@l 25
..

Cream Tartar.3b .abb
Logwood ex.12 V;." 14

FOSTER

locally.

Billy

fully

1

Savin villa

OILS,

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL,

0.4152 : : x : 1.00
x = 1.018
That is to say, the true premium is something less than tieo per cent.
The premium on exchange, then, is not 47
per ceut. as those suppose who regard merely
the nominal quotation; nor 15 per cent., as
those suppose who subtract the price of gold;
nor 5 1-2 per ceut, as those suppose who further subtract the difference betweeu Lite true
aud nominal par oi-exchange; but, iu point of
fact, it is something less than two per cent.
We need scarcely add that it isowing to the
circumstance that the exportations of gold
from America are not lurge. If there really
existed such a heavy premium upon bills of
exchauge as many persons suppose, it would

a

FANCY GOODS.

VARNISHES,

is a fact familiar to all bankthat when exchange is quoted at about
109 1-2, iu point of fact there is no real premium, bpt the true par has been attained. Because If we multiply 4 44 (which Is the nominal par) by 109 1-2 (which is then the quoted
rate) we get 4 80 (which is the trae per.
It is ouiy wheu we use iu the calculation the
higher cafes to which we have suddenly been
accustomed, that results are attaiued for which
some pereoua are not prepared.
For instance,when exchauge is quoted at 147
and gold at 102 (which have lately be< n about
the current rates), many persous thiuk that
the true premium of exchauge is 5 1-2 per
cent
They obtain this result by subtracting 132 from 147; and allowing 9 1-2 fur the
dittereuce between the true and nominal par,
they ttud still a remainder of 5 1-2.
It is only necessary to perform the computation in detail to see that it is erroneous.
1. Multiplying 147 by 4 4-9 we have 0,5333,
which represents the cost, iu currency, of a
bill of exchauge for oue pound sterliug.
2. Next, multiplying 132 by 4 80-100 we
have 0.4152, which represents the value, iu
currency, of the amount of gold contained iu

i/tuuvuviv

Drugs,

APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.

Accordingly, it

“V

DR. HIJOHES’

\

Establishment

N.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

anticipated.

—

ers

6,5333

'Pure

ENGLISH, FRENCH AM AIIR1CAN PERFCIERY,

would be $480.

pound sterling.
Now, comparing these
proportion:

Chemicals,

GENUINE MEDICINES,

the difference.
By the usage of bankers, the old Spanish
dollar is assumed for the par of exchauge, oue
pound sterliug being equal to 4 4-9 of these
dollars. It was at this rale that sums of money mentioned in the constitution of Massachusetts were formerly chauged into federal
money; aud this rate no doubt originally represented the true par between the two countries.
In point of fact, however, iu the established
moneys of Great Britain aud America, oue
pound sterling contains as much gold as 4 80lUO dollars, of the United States, and this is
the true par of exchange, or rate w hich must
be used iu converting the money of oue country into that of the other.
For instance, if auy thing costs £100 in
Great Britain, its true value in ordinary times
expressed iu the mouey of the United States

3.
this

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Farmington

PRINTING

especial

Steep

jc

Camphor

premium considerably
In excess of the actual fact; but we doubt
whether all of them know precisely what is

one

OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,\

will hud arranged for
heir
accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivaled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
emale Irregularities. Their action is specific and
ertain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will finrlit invaluable iu all cases of obtructions after all other remedies have been tried in
ain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
he least injurious to flic health, and may he taken
vith perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
•y artdre*#ig
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

Falls, Baldwin, Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,
Ac.. Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bouuy-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipce, Newtieid, Parsonshield, Effingham,I reedom,
Madison, Eaton, Limington, Cornish, Porter, Ac.
nov 13
A LEX’It BAILEY. Jr., Sup’t.

pleasure

I

JOB

adviser,

Temple Street, which they

orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.35 aud 9.15 A. M. aud
3.30 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M
and
2.00 ai d 6 15 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.15 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saccarappa daily for South Windhain. Windham Centre aud Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Stand isli,

Magnesia

BOOK

—

invites all Ladies who
particularly
to call at bis rooms, No.

HUGHES
a medical

Dr.need

York A Cumberland Railroad.

ANDROSCOGGIN

THE

Infirmary.
theTadies.

to

It.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
wn sex.
A lady of experience in constant attendnee.
jnlldantt'3

njfrfffiggggq

.$4JftT

war,

26, 1862.

Frohock,

—

Eclectic Medical

aud Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B. II. CUSHMAN,
Mauager aud Superintendent.
Nov.
1862.
15.
novl8
Augusta,

gal.

And pray for thee, my gallant boys,
Ob! promise me this night.
You will'Secnre life’s brightest joys
Aud win yon Heaven’s flair light.
If of the ranks of Christ yon are,
Put hit whole armor on;

M.,

for WiscasStages leave
daily
set. Damariscotta, Waltioboro’, Warren, Rockland

a-k.450@4

Yes! give sweet rest to my weary eyes
Until the dawning day,
Then 1 shall wake aud think with aigbs
Of the loved ones far away.

1.00 P.

*TAGK CONNECTION*.
Bath
at 3.00 P. M.,

McLaughlin

h

N

'Tis then

j

|

5i**b.Ifl0gl75

Augusta at

REMOVAL!

Debility,

bearing

mington : and at Augusta with the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Vas?alboro\ Waterville, Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegan ; aud at Kendall’s Mills
with the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad for Burnham, Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills.

j

w

Tables, dee.

Spring Beds,

Upholntery Work

Leave Portland for Bath and

Riue.3i^
Rine.125ft

Rosewood and Gilt Mirrors.

yield.

soon will come the blessed Spring,
Wlieu the lark will mount the skies,

Farmington.

healthy

®13J

At this establishment inky be found an extensive as
sortmeut of Elegartt and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable styles, comprising Rich and
Medium Priced Drawing Room, Parlor
and Chamber Furniture, of every description. Feather Beds and Mattresses of all kinds, Common
Furniture, Chairs, Looking Classes, Ac.

Nov. 19th.
as fol-

connecting with the Androscoggin trains at Brunswick for Lewiston, Livermore f alls, Wilton and Far-

..

found Elsewhere Ad the State.

Thau can be

Wednesday,

Augusta
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore falls, Wiltou and

j

adapted

pattern customers

I

Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10.46 A.

for

lojftluj J

when shades of evening fell,

Tell theta

A blest

good

With

K.

EARNESTLY' caution all young men suffering
from Nervous
&c., against endangering
their health by patronizing any of the advertising
quacks. Y'ou can fully recover by the methods used
by the Advertiser, anil by hundreds of others, and
in no othkr way.
Read a letter which I will send
you if you will send me a postpaid envelope
to
address.
Direct
your
EDWARD H.TRAVER,
Ocl6d&w3m
Lock Box, Boston. Mass.

1862, passenger trains will leave

laS6
(^20 |
[

manufacturing,

4..41.

And trut In Him

On and after

!

Par
ton value #17 \> ton, exAmHcm.
Duff, 10 &e ad rat.
ceeding 96o 4> ton #18,
8
Pearl t> lb.7
less than J inch thick or
Pot.64.® 7j more than 7 incht s wide,
rounds less than k inch
Apple*.
or more than 4 inches in
bbl.S12 ® lj
Green
lb. 4® 6c
Sliced
diameter, and squares
less than k inch or more
Cored V lb. ft® 4
3
than 4 inches square #20,
Uncored p lb.2
Railroad #12 50, Poiltr
Bread.
aiul Pl<ite #25 V ton,
Duty: 30 4>C.
Sheet 2ft2Jo $> lb and
Pilot ** 100 lbs. S54 @
83ft5 4> ton.
Ship.44 (®
Crackers per bbl.. ft®4 3j Common.34® 31
Refilled 4ft 4>
Crackers, 4> 100 .35 ®40c
Swede.6 ft
Butter.
Norway.6i;a, 7
Duty 4c k> lb.
lb.21 ®23c Cast Steel.22 ft24
Family
Store.14 (®15 Liermau Steel_14 ia-16
Bra it a.
ftl7
Marrow D bushS2 25®260
10
R1WT FOR THE WEARY.
pea.2 25 a 2 60 Sheet Iron, Engl. .6ift 6’
37•
Sheet
I
Blue Pod.2 12®2
ron, Russia.17 @18
do
t smile*.
Has im’t. .13 @14
Duty sperm and H'ar8c, Imrd.
Stearins oc, 'fallow 24c Barrel, p lb .1 lift lit
lb 11 @11 Jcft 113
Ivegs,
4* lb.
Patent {ranted October, 1802.
Mould & lb
13ic&14. Reathrr.
.32 ®36 ; tMity 30 !»<• ad cat.
Sperm.
New York, light 27 ft29c
Chee»e.
do. md. wts
29 ft30
Duty : 4c 4> lb.
GENERAL AGENT.
do. heavy.29 ft30
Vermont 4* lbdo. slaughter. .32
Counrrv.9® 9]
@34
Under United State* Hotel, Portland.
Amor. Calfskins. 75
('•a I—(Retail.)
mills desirable npchanical arrangement has now
Duty From Hr. Provinc- Sl’ter Wax Leath.19
Rend.
es free, other foreign Bi-\
A been iu use a suTicicut length of time to shew
tunu nous SI 10, all oth- l>nty Pig lie
lb.
that it givw entire sat intact ion and actually is the
Am. Rig
100 lb.#9Aft 91
er kinds 60c l* ton.
more valued the moie it is used.
1
CumberPd ^ ton. $10@
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
Foreign Ri<*.91ft 93
Sheet and Ripe
Whiteasb.9 ®
the Spring Jietl department, embracing a little more
Rime.
®
of their excel reticles, and yet happily overcoming all
Lehigh.9
Frau Klin. 9 ®|
Duty 10 Vc ad rat.
J their defects. It-is flexible as hair, and yet so recu[Jockland, cask. 68 @75c
Caller.
perativ «• as to bring itself into ptace with great facililb.
Ruuiber-From yard, ! ty. It is
to the iuvalid, the aged and old.
Duty: 5o
.lava 4* lb .33 ®84c .'lear Pine,No. l.-#3M ft
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
;
.3o ®31
do.
St. Domingo
No.2. .‘34 ft
are made of good material warranted
strong and duNo. 3. 24 ft
Rio .*..32 (ft 33
do.
I rable, and not liable to get out of order.
do.
Mocha.34 ® 36
No. 4. .14 ft
Cordage.
shipping Lumber. 16 ft 17
TESTIMONIALS :
Duty Tarred2]c, MfanU-i *P> uco.10 ft 11
fern lock.8 ftio
la 24, all other 34 k> lb.
Commercial House. Portland. June 1G. 18G2.
i3 '®14]j Uox Sirks.(cash).5o ftG6c
lb.
American
Having introduced the “Auderaon .“qn ing Red Bottom" into
Russia Hemp.16V® 17 'lapb’ds, Sext..#14 ,« 10
after trial, I pronounce it to be
my house, bed.
do.
an
Manilla.13
R
I am using several kinds
30 aSi
easy and
of spring bed bottoms. bet consider the Anderson
Bo!trope, Russia *16f® 17j shingles, Ced. ext 21« 3
do.
Manilla. 14 <j®15
do.
No.1.2 ft 21
Billy equal if not better than tin* best.
do. ext.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.
Ceiiienf.
3}
\y bbl. SI 30'® 135 Iditlis, Spruce_10d(a 1 26
do.
We have introduced several of the Justly celebrat1 80
Drugs aad Dye*.
lb—Oil Cinna- Jed Oak Staves .30 @86 ; ed “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" to oiir sleeping
Duty
mon S2. Oil Almonds and «ol. IIlid. Sbooks
apartments. We give tlds spring bed bottom a decidOtto qf Hose SI 80, Oi/( & Heads, city. 300®
ed preference over any and all othere wo have ever
used. < hir guests speak of them iu the highest terms.
Bergonwt, Cassia and >ugar d-j. city. 300ft
do. do. c’try.l 26ftl 60 I Wo recommend their use to all hotel
('lore* SI, Hydriodate
keepers who dePotash ~bc,( 'antharides. ountry Rift'Mol.
sire
the comfort of tlieir guests.
J
1 T'.n O nl
w. d.
Mastic,!pecac, Ithubarb, H hit. S In ink
a son.
Cardamons, (til Lemon,1
Franklin House, Baugor, Me.
May 12,1863.
Anise and Orange, lo- loons.$30 @38
dine60c, 7'oluand Crude lack iuet ack Tim[From lion. Juafah II. Drummond.]
Camphor ft ic, Itefiued do. ber. p tun
I am using the ‘Andersou .Spring Bed Bottom,’ and
lGglf,
>1 oln m»cs.
4*>c, Tartaric Acid 20e,
I am very much picked with it.
Citric
hit if: 6c p gal.
(Yearn Tartar,
JOSH AH II. DRUMMOND.
Acid,Shellac, ('opal, Ita- 'ieuAigos.
Portland, July 23,1862.
tnar and (iums used for I'rinidad.40 E 45
like.purposes 10c, Aloes,: ubaelnved. 35 @ 66
[From lion. Lot M. Morrill.J
Chlorate of do.
do. tart. 80 @82
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, 1 can
do. Muscovado.36 @38
Potash, Curb.
recommend
it as an excellent article.
eheerfully
Yellow
Sew Orleans.
6c. Boracic Acid,
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta, Aug. 6.1862.
Prussiate Potash and ’ortlgnd Syrup, bhd«. .27
Red do. 10c, Liauorict,
do.
bbls 3t>
Oxalic Acid ana Sugar
Nails.
become
satisfied
of the benefit of the
Having
fully
*Andervon Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 have purchased
of Jjead 4c. Asphaltum r)uty: fWlc, W rough t*2c,
and Bi-Chro. Potash 3c,
Assorted 3c p fh.
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheer76
Sago 14c, Epsom Salts, *
Billy recommend them to the public.
Liquorice Root, Bi-( 'arb. Naval Stores.
Dr. N. R. BOUTELL.
Wftterrfllo, May, 1861.
Soda, Caustic Soda lc; Vuti/: Turpentine., Rosin,
Castor Oil 50c 4* gat..
Pitch, Tariff) pc ad val.,
Mr. I). K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my
Morphine S2 oz., Al- Spirits TurpenUue 15c
house with the "Amiorsou Spring Bed Bottom,” anil
um 60c |> cwt.. Copperas
P
I
take
.Muriatic
Acpleasure iu recommending this article as the
60c \tcwt.,
ar(foreign)p bbl.$18® 16 most convenient,
economical and comfortable thiug
id lu 4>c Oil ral.. Spong- ’itch (Coal Tar).
of
the
kind with which I am acquainted.
I
sin*
losln.18 a 20 J
es, Assafixtida.
A. H. ABBOTT,
glass, Flor Sulphur. Sen- urpciitine pgal 230@2 86
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
Oakum.
na, Arrowroot, Ginseng
20 4*e. Bleaching Pow- hity
Free.
cwt. Sago. Lraeriean.81® 91
ders .‘10c
I hare hail the unspeakable
of sleeping on
Oil.
60c V cwt., Sal Soda and
one of the ‘^Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
Ash
Sodu
lb, ('rude Outy Sperm, Whale and j last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anybrimstone S3 and Roll other Fish Oils of forthing I had
My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest for six months till occupying one of
eign .fisheries 20 pc ad
val.. Linseed, Htmpseed
P gal.
these beds. 8he would nut part with it on anv acAlum p lb.4 @ 5c
and Rapeseed23c pgal.,
count.
Rev. JOHN ALLEN.
Aloes.26 -a 30 Olive 23c. Salad Mb,
Farmington, Feb. 28,1802.
Arrow Hoot.17 "40
Palm, Seal and CocoaBorax.28 @80
nut 10c p gal.
The Bed Bottom I bought of you
merits my
Brimstone (roll)..
5 1 *ortland Kerosene
unto your blgn recommenexpectations, and is
Bi-Carb. Soda.6f i«£4
llluininat’g Oil.80 @85c
datious. I w ould cheeradft recommend it to ail who
Sulphur.<6 @ 6f] lachiue.80 (@ t>2
desire to improve their sletpiligHpai intents.
Sal Soda.3^4 ( larine.
AI
or

10J@11J!

POWER,

BY STEAM

they seek the wreaths of fame
In young lite's haleyou day;
Let their watch-wonl be the saviout's him

Dvr &
tured 25, ctt other ktnds Coach.3 Q 4
35 pc ad rtf.
Damar..3ia 32
5’s8c 10’s best lr’ds.70 @75c Wool.
do.
median. .65 (fv&i Duty: Costing 18c p lb
do.
comnou. 60 (a62
and under 5 He, over 18c
half tbs best b I'd*. 78 a 80
to 24c
lb 3c, over 24c
do. mod. fcod.66
9c
lb.
do. comana.. .60 'a62 Fleece.45 a 55c
Natural Leat lbs.81 tv 1 j Lambs.45 (0*53
Fancy, in Fol.114 2
Zinc*
Tin.
Duty: In blocks or pigs
lb,
Duty : Pip 15t, Plates 25 ljc, in sheets 2c
pc ad val.
manufactures qf 30 4>c
Banca, cash.40c@ 41 ad vai.
Straits, cash_371 a40 Pig* and slabs.51@ 51
Flat es-Char. I.f .814'« 14.1 Sheet Koaslmann.. 10Mi>li
do.
Sheathing.90 @
Coke.
Kxchangr.
W ood.
London—00a.. 1 44 @145
Hard, retail.S7@ 7J Pari*.f8 90&3 97 j

-O.

stand.

52 and 54 Exchange Street,
they sleep,

coming day.

....Mr ik.

Varnish*
unmanufac- Furniture.82 @ 3

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

Not of Maine only, hut of other States, with articles
of Furniture suited to their various wants.

And while

Duty:

Pig and Stamp 9ft,
not exceeding #60 V

Quackery!

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

I

PRINTING._

_

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

EuglishfBii*.Steel.16
Spring.9ft

SHIPS,

ASH STEAMERS

tliou art, pure

as

COREY,

MERCHAST

Bright beaming star, caust thou not bear
My tbougbta to those brave youth?

@15

ron.

4|

HOUSES,

trees

1 love to watch thy silvery light,
For I know thy gentle beams
Are tailing tar in radieuce bright
O’er the lonely soldier’s dreams;
Yet! all night long, bright vigils keep

I

Duty

6J

mansions of the wealthy and the
dwellings of the lowly,

THE PUBLIC

The warbling bird has sought his nest—
Lulled by the whispering breeze.

growth.

first

Tobacco.

MEDICAL.

RAILROADS.

Hyson. **«....7Cc§61 Flax
Young Hyson....76 (oj 1
Baleing.
Oolong ..67 (©80 Hemp *'
Souchong.60 (g.56 India.

November 26.

5c ¥> lb.
Sort, 1862. .14

f

=S=S=S5S9=^SS9E^S£5

.4Mr ft

(^70

WALTER

Aud all is sad and loue—
No sound is heard to greet

for the 1’kess to

additional duty ofDuty

10 4>c is levied on all mcrch<inuise not imported direct from the place qf pro-

—Camp Abraham Liucoln.
It is uight's still and holy hour,

The flocks aud herds

Expressly corrected

peculiar

my remembrance become dim by the lapse of years,
and everything else be obliterated, then will those
silver letters be stereotyped upon my brain, and the
brightest picture iu the chambers of my soul will be

Save oceau’s

YEARS.

**

fir Soft.

Twine*
Hough.0
Tea*.
Duty: 36 Ve od vaf
Cotton Sail.83 @85c
Duty: 20c \ lb.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

An

Interest, and loved to think it was shedding its pure
light on our pet regiment—Yes! nightly, as I leave
at this beautifhl star keeping vigils,
my bed and gaze
like a sentinel, over their camp, I invoke blessings ou
the brave Colonel and Chaplain, young in yearn, and
on all our brave boys so far away.
O, how 1 love that
Mttle letter ** A,” aud the figures “25,” and should

American refined

THE MARKETS.

MISCELLANEOUS,

POETRY.

_______

BLEICIIED FLU DICK, WITH BLLE STRIPES,

Capital Stock, all paid up
$100,000. I
Surplus over Capital.$ I 33,050 23,

..

invested as

follows.

VIZ:

Bank Stock*—market value,
State and City and other Stocks—market
value.
U. S. 7 3-10 Treasury Note*.
Loans on mortgages of Real Kstate,
Loans on Bank Stock*,
Cash on hand and in Banks
Amount due from Agent* and in transit,
Interest due on Investment*.
Real Kstate owned by the Company,

PURSUANT

Total

33U5.975 75 |

«

47.900 00

Of various

1

$>.*14 85
12,200 00

!

1.900 00

BOLT

ROPE CORDAGE,

$533,050 23

jy Samples ou

NEATLY

SHOP

Patrick Callan, late of Portland,
having been represented insolvent.the
ot
Probate has appointed the undersigned
Judge

Portland.

EXECUTED

j

Commissioners to receive and examine all claims ami
demands against said estate. And all persons are
hereby not i net I that the meetings of the Commissioners tor the above purposes will be held at the
office of Frederick Fox. 64 Middle street, Portland,
on the last Saturday of each of the following months,
viz: November,"December, 1962. January. February,
March ami April. 1863—from \l to 5 o’clock P. 31 ou
each of those tla' a.
GEORGE R. B. JACKSON, I
t omniis»iOD«r*.
IKVIXti \V. 1‘AltkKK,
Portland, Nov. 8, 1862.
nov8

J

!

unsurpassed.

AVD

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.
Portland. June 26. ISO.

PLEASURE

daw

PARTIES,

vwtinjr the T<«lands,supplied

at the shortest
Excursionists
with
J

stores

Orders solicited.

ISO Fere Street

not.^e.
#

wear

feet ef

CALDERWOOD A

Exekaaft,
BECKETT.
dtf

I’iff anil Mantle Mirrors.
U\al, Square
Eliptical frames, with
Gilt finish made
WITH
Rosewood, Black Walnut
size,
of
order, of
ami
or

On Ilmid.
A CONSTANT supply of best Extra Depp Gold
1\ Leal', aud at low rates at
26 Harriet S^uarr

are

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

Portland. June 28.

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

l>

Our Styles

Estate of
rjlHE
A deceased,

novl5

Fancy Printing,

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

Peter Street,QUEBEC.
baud, and orders taken bv
J. T. PATTEN A CO.,
Front Street, Bath.

Notice.

i

LITTLE, Agent.

Book, Card &

Executed in taste to suit the most fhstidioas.

AC.,

by

SI.

Agency.

OfHpp, 31 Ext'liniif;**

Printing,

LE MESURIER A CHAMPION,

Oct. 11—*’m

Company

Bronze, Colored, ond all other kind* of

ALSO ON HAND

17,500 00

continue* to insure on
Dwellings, Store*. Merchandize, and other
property, on the most favorable terms.
First claps Dwellings.and Furniture therein, taken for one, three or tive years, at lowest rate*.
All losses promptly adjusted and
paid at this

W. D.

descriptions.

ALL FKOn A O Nos. 1 TO 6.

19,54o 00

58.495 43
88,724 70

HENRY KELLOGG, Secretary.

1

Dispatch.

(A substitute for Cotton.)

Amount of Premium Notes—None.
Amount of Liabilities lor unadjusted losses, £43,375
Dated at Hartford,
I
This Oth day of November, 1832. i
S. L. LOOMIS, Prosidcnt.
This sound and reliable

LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

L'KBLEACH E D CANVAS, WITH RED STRIPE,

For sale

Assets,

And other

or

to

new
style or design,
elegant patterns: also dump Looking Glasses and
dates re-set in old frames, bv
MORRISON A CO 20. Market Square.

any

Photographic Frames,
SQUARE or oval—every kind called for.

These

^ being manufactured by ourselves, except those
ecessarily imported, wo can compete with any marI et for low price*. At wholesale or retail, at 20. Mar-

I et

Square,

MORRISON A CO’S

